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This thesis is a study of Naval administrative tele-
phone management organization and practices. The model
used in the study is the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
California. The current management organization, both local
and national, is discussed. A proposal for future organiza-
tional relationships at the Naval Postgraduate School to
deal with telephone systems as a part of Naval telecommuni-
cations is presented. The various components of a telephone
system are described. System management practices are ex-
plored in depth to include system planning, standards, cost
factors, and methods of evaluation. Particular emphasis is
given to toll call and inventory procedures. A basic
doctrine for system guidelines and standards is developed
along with a format for a computerized local equipment
inventory listing. The overall conclusion is that Naval
administrative telephones are not being managed as a system.
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This thesis is a study of Naval administrative telephone
systems with respect to management organization and policy.
Administrative telephone systems can be described as those
systems designed to support base complexes and to interface
with other telecommunications networks as opposed to strict-
ly command and control telephone networks.
The model system used for the study is the Naval Post-
graduate School, Monterey, California. Although the model
does not represent all naval shore activities in size, con-
figuration, or complexity, the management principles applied
are considered representative of Navy-wide procedures. The
study deals with the commercial aspects of the system.
Supplementary services provided by the Department of Defense
and General Services Administration interfaces (AUTOVON and
FTS respectively) are included only where they impact on the
managerial aspects of the commercial system.
The premise on which the thesis is based is that Naval
administrative telephone systems should be incorporated into
and managed as a part of Department of Defense telecommuni-
cations networks. In order to accomplish this objective,
base telephone installations must first be organized and
managed as a system within themselves. In this light,
current local activity telephone management practices and
and policies are examined. Primary emphasis is placed on
management organization, system planning, evaluation, cost

factors, physical inventory control, and toll call manage-
ment. Various methods for the determination of requirements,
alternatives for satisfying those requirements, evaluation
techniques, and administrative control procedures are dis-
cussed. Recommendations for organizational and managerial
improvements leading to a more centralized, responsive, and
cost-effective telephone system are introduced. A manage-
ment doctrine to serve as a basic guideline for Naval activity
administrative telephone management is developed. Also, in
Appendix B, a possible organization for NPGS is provided
that is consistent with the proposed reorganization for the
management of Navy telephone systems.
Methods of research included an extensive review of
current telephone management directives and policies and
involved interviews with numerous managerial and administra-
tive personnel at the Naval Postgraduate School. These
policies and opinions were combined with the author's
observations of the managerial process of telephone adminis-





The model for this study, the administrative telephone
system at the Naval Postgraduate School, is operated and
managed as a utility service by the local Bell System tele-
phone company. The service provided is a Central Exchange
(CENTRIX I) located at the school with multiple key systems
and numerous peripheral circuits and facilities.
As is the case with the vast majority of Naval activi-
ties, all equipment and lines are leased from the local
telephone company under a Basic Termination Contract. A
monthly bill is provided which includes equipment service
charges and toll charges. Support services such as building
space, electrical power, heat and lighting, on-base conduits,
and operating personnel are provided by the facility. Lines
and their support facilities, and poles or conduits to off-
base activities are telephone company owned and maintained.
Installation, removal, modification, and maintenance of all
equipment is conducted by the telephone company under the
terms of the basic contract.
A. CENTREX
Central Exchange, or CENTREX I , is a system that provides
separate switching equipment from that at the telephone
company's central office for all telephones connected to the
system. There are numerous possible configurations of
CENTREX I depending upon the subscriber needs, budget re-
strictions, and specific assets of the serving telephone
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company' s' central office. In addition to the great flexibi-
lity available with CENTREX I, a means for common integrated
billing for all services used by the subscriber is provided.
The CENTREX I system allows for a large number of possi-
ble on-site lines while requiring a considerably smaller
number of trunks between the activity and the central office.
The CENTREX I installed at NPGS provides a 900 line and SO
trunk capability. All incoming calls with a specifically
assigned prefix are directed to the NPGS Central Exchange.
Outgoing calls are directed by the CENTREX to a central office
trunk and then handled just as a call from any individual num-
ber. Intra-base service is provided by the CENTREX by dial-
ing only the unique four-digit line number.




1. Line finding, or "rotary hunt", which causes an
incoming call to be automatically transferred to the next
higher number when a busy line is encountered. This feature
must be pre-set in the exchange equipment for the groups of
lines involved.
2, Manual switchboard services performed by an
operator for conference connections, manual transfer of
calls, information service, and AUTOVON access for lines not
so equipped.
A "line" is an individual telephone number. The line
may be connected to either a basic single telephone
12

instrument, with or without extensions, or a key system. The
term "straight line" is used when the line is not subconnected
into a key system.
A "telephone" or "station" is a single -instrument which
may be a simple desk set, a one-button desk set, a six-
button desk set, a wall phone, or a multi-button Call
Director.
B. KEY SYSTEMS
The Service and Equipment Guide published by the Pacific
Telephone Company describes a key telephone system as:
"...consisting of one or more key telephone stations,
and may include non-key stations, furnished to the same
customer where:
1. All stations are located in the same buildin'^,
or in separate buildings on the customer's
continuous property within 300 feet route





2. Includes all stations interconnected to other
stations by means of one or more of the same
customer's lines including extension station
lines or by interconnecting stations."
Key stations consist of telephone sets with internal key
buttons or non-key stations with or without a single
separately mounted key button unit. Key stations may be of
the one-button, six-button, or multi-button Call Director
variety. These are designated as COMPAK I, COMPAK II, and
COMPAK III or IV respectively by the telephone company. Key
station sets are provided at an additional m.onthly service
charge. Features may be provided within the key system at
further additional cost including:
13

1. V&rious manual and dial intercommunicating arrange-
ments with associated internal or external signaling equip-
ment such as buzzers and lights.
2. Lighted indication of lines being used or held.
3. Cutoff or hold feature.
l+» Selective or automatic exclusion for individual line
privacy.
5. Switch of lines on unattended telephones to an
attended telephone.
In a large organization with a CENTREX capability, key
systems are primarily used to complement the Central Exchange
or to provide greater flexibility and convenience. Most key
telephone stations consist of six-button telephones with
occasional use of Call Directors.
C. AUTOVON
The Automatic Voice Network (AUTOVON) is a Department of
Defense system of leased facilities linking DOD installations
worldwide. As described in OPNAV Instruction 2305.13,
AUTOVON is:
"...the principal long distance nonsecure voice network
of the DOD. AUTOVON will be used only for official
communication and service will be provided only to the
most essential elements of commands that require long
distance telephone communication in support of command,
operation, intelligence, logistics, diplomatic matters,
and administration."
It is operated and maintained by the military departments
under the operational direction and management control of
the Director, Defense Communications Agency (DCA). The
14

AUTOVON network interconnects the official on-base telephone
systems of the Department of the Navy, thus making them an
extension of the worldwide DOD voice communications network.
Typically, a number of AUTOVON lines terminate at a Naval
activity's Central Exchange. These lines are subdivided into
incoming and outgoing access categories in accordance with
the requirements of the activity. At the NPGS CENTREX,
eleven lines are terminated with seven accessible for incoming
or outgoing calls and four for incoming calls only. Any line
associated with the CENTREX may be provided AUTOVON access
at the discretion of the local command. The only additional
cost involved is a connection charge levied by the telephone
company.
D. FTS
The Federal Telecommunications System (FTS), established
and managed by the General Services Administration, provides
a fast, efficient method for the transmission of all types
of record and voice communications nationwide for the Federal
agencies. The FTS consists of two fundamental operating net-
works, the intercity voice network and the Advanced Record
System. GSA operates consolidated telephone switchboards
and Federal Telecommunications Record Centers provide local
terminal facilities as communication services to government
activities in major cities of the United States. The FTS,
with associated consolidated switchboards, is available to
any organizational unit of the Federal Government and,
15

under pre'scribed conditions, to state anc*. local governments




Wide Area Telecommunications Service (WATS) is a form of i
commercial long-distance telephone service available within
the continental United States. A WATS line allows a user to
I
dial out to or receive calls from (but not both) a designated
geographic territory without encurring a specific charge per
call. This territory varies with the user's location. In
order to provide for both IN-WATS and OUT-WATS, separate
lines must be ordered. WATS permits unlimited interstate 1
calling at a flat monthly rate from the base telephone ex-
change to commercial telephones within the specified zones.
WATS offers a choice of full-time service without interrup-
tions, an unlimited number of separate calls during a 24-
hour period, or measured time service that permits unlimited
calls during 15 consecutive hours or cumulatively during 15
separate hours each month. Intrastate bands are also avail-
able at a flat or measured rate.
F. FX
Foreign Exchange (FX) is an alternative to direct
!
distance dialing (DDD) providing trunk connection to nearby
but non-local areas. This service is provided by the local
i
!
telephone company at a flat monthly rate for a message allow-
ance of 200, with an additional charge per message over the





•TELPAK is a service offered by the telephone companies
which can provide a wideband channel or a bundle of lesser
channels. The TELPAK channels serve two purposes. First,
they provide a wideband channel over which data can be sent
at a much higher rate than over a single voice channel.
Second, they provide a means of- offering groups of voice or
sub-voice grade lines at reduced rates. Originally, there
were four sizes of TELPAK channels: TELPAK A, B, C, and D.
In 1967 the TELPAK A and B offerings were eliminated due to
discriminatory rates.
TELPAK C (Type 5700 line) has a base capacity of 60
voice channels. TELPAK D (Type 5^00 line) has a base capacity
of 240 voice channels. Each voice channel in these lines can
be further subdivided into specific use, sub-voice grade
channels.
The TELPAK customer pays a monthly charge based on the
capacity of the channel he selects, the number of air-
distance miles between locations, and the type and quantity







The landline communication facilities and services,
including those of commercial communication services, avail-
able to meet the Naval establishment's requirements are
administered by the Chief of Naval Operations under OPNAV
Instruction 2300. 4A. This instruction states that the estab-
lishment of communications requirements and the operational
and administrative responsibility for rendering maintenance
to facilities provided is a function of command.
Within the shore establishment, the administration
of telephone communications has a dual nature. As an instru-
mentality of communications, the telephone serves, and is ad-
ministered, by command. From the viewpoint of business ad-
ministration, the telephone is a utility. When the telephone
is considered an instrumentality of communications serving
command, command responsibilities outlined in OPNAV Instruc-
tion 2300. A-A will be discharged by each commander. When the
telephone is considered a utility, the procedures for tele-
phone system maintenance, procurement, and detailed business
administration shall be those applicable to other utilities
in conformance with existing directives and under the techni-
cal control of the Headquarters, Naval Facilities Engineering
Command, or the Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC).
IS

Telephone service is separated into two types: local
and local integrated. Either type -of service provided may be
leased or govemment-ov/ned or a combination thereof.
Local telephone service is that which is provided
through a leased or government-ov/ned. telephone plant to a
single activity or several activities for which a single of-
fice has management control. Local telephone service for a
group of activities for which a single office has financial
responsibility will be supported by appropriations controlled
by the office concerned in accordance with its instructions.
Local integrated (multi-user switchboard) telephone
service is that provided by a common local telephone system
serving a number of activities or departments thereof for
which different offices have management control or financial
responsibility.
Figure 1 graphically illustrates the current dual
telephone management organization from the activity level
up through the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO).
2, National Level
Commander, Naval Telecommunications Command ( COMNAV-
TELCOM), is assigned as the executive agent for the Chief of
Naval Operations for all naval shore communications, and as
such has overall command responsibilities for telephone sys-
t ems
.
Commander, Naval Facilities Engineering Command


















Primary Command and Control
Coordination of Facilities
Administrative and Technical Support
Figure 1. Naval Telephone Management Organization
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assigned responsibilities as the logistic agent and business
administrator for telephone service. These responsibilities
include:
For leased telephone systems
—
1. Prepare and execute contracts with commercial
communication companies as appropriate for all landline
communication services;
2. Place orders under such contracts for local tele-
phone service;
3. Provide technical assistance;
4. Ensure the accuracy of invoices for local service;
For government-owned telephone systems
—
5. The technical aspects of design:
6. The installation, alteration, general repair, and
maintenance of telephone systems owned in whole or in part by
the Department of the Navy;
7. The logistic business administration details of
such systems unless delegated to the local operating activity
or other command.
The Commandant of the Marine Corps exercises those
appropriate foregoing responsibilities for activities under
his management control and financial responsibility.
Uniform contracts have been jointly executed by the
three military branches of the Department of Defense with
all affiliates of American Telephone and Telegraph Company
or other telephone companies as applicable for local telephone
21

services and by the Defense Communications Agency (DCA) with
the telephone companies for long lines services.
The Department of Defense, through the DCA, has
direct responsibility for the AUTOVON and AUTODIN (Automatic
Digital Network) systems. Overall management control for
these systems is therefore exercised by the DCA where local
telephone systems interface with the AUTOVON/AUTODIN networks
for either voice or record telecommunications.
The General Services Administration (GSA) through its
Automatic Data and Telecommunications Service (ADTS) operates
the Federal Telecommunications System. Where local telephone
systems interface with the FTS, management control of the FTS
portion is exercised by the GSA,
3. Regional Level
District Commandants and activity Commanding Officers
are designated by OPNAV Instruction 2300. 4A to exercise
command functions depending upon the type of service involved.
In the case of local telephone service, that provided by a
local telephone system to a single activity or several activ-
ities under the management control or financial responsibility
of a common office, the Commanding Officer of one activity will
be designated by the Commandant, or Area Commander concerned,
as the responsible command for the operation and administra-
tion of the service. If, in accordance with current instruc-
tions, a requested change of service is one which the
Commanding Officer is authorized to approve, correspondence
22

relative to* the change is to be channeled to COMNAVFACENGCOM
or his designated representative. Requests for changes in
service which the Commanding Officer is not authorized to
approve vrill be forwarded to the Commandant or Area Commander
for appropriate action.
Under the local integrated telephone service situa-
tion where a number of activities are served by a comjnon local
telephone system for which different offices have management
control or financial responsibility, command functions rest
with the District Commandant or Area Commander. He is re-
sponsible for administration and control of integrated local
telephone systems and will execute the command responsibilities
previously outlined. He is charged with the coordination and
determination of each activity' s prorata share of the overall
local service expense for integrated systems, and for ensuring
that the operation and administration of the system is in
accordance with current directives.
Typically, as exemplified by COMELEVEN Instruction
2305.1, the District Commandant is responsible for determining
military characteristics, adequacy, ownership, operation, and
usage of systems and for reviewing and/or approving switch-
board systems, including general engineering considerations
such as size, dial or manual operation, number of operating
positions, location of equipment and similar features plus
the administration and control of local integrated telephone
services. The District Commandant's primary involvement is
23

in the coo-rdination of services and facilities within the
district, not in administering details of individual command's
requirements for service.
At this regional level, NAVFAC's agents are the
Engineering Field Divisions (EFD). The EFDs are responsible
for negotiating and executing contracts with commercial
communications companies, placing orders under such contracts
for telephone service after requirements have been determined
and required approval has been obtained, providing technical
assistance, and ensuring the accuracy of invoices for systems
leased by the DOD. Additionally, they shall be responsible
for the technical aspects of design, installation, alteration,
general repair, and maintenance and logistic administration
details of systems (5wned by the DOD.
Specifically, in accordance with NAVFAC P-6S, Contract
Administration Manual
,
and pursuant to the Navy Procurement
Manual and the Armed Services Procurement Regulations , the
Commander, NAVFACENGCMD has been delegated authority to exe-
cute on behalf of the Department of the Navy (including the
Marine Corps) all contracts for telephone communication
facilities and services required by the Department of the
Navy.
The EFD Commander is delegated the authority to nego-
tiate, prepare, and execute orders for local telephone communi-
cations facilities and services within his region of authority.
Within the EFD, the head of the Commercial Utilities Branch is
delegated the authority to sign orders for local telephone service.
24

The EFD may delegate its authority to order minor
changes to Commanding Officers of major activities remotely
located. This delegation of authority to the local COs is
made on an annual basis, without dollar limitation, by issu^
ing a notice to the local telephone service contractor.
For all services exceeding those delegated, new in-
stallations, or major rearrangements where the aggregate value
is one thousand dollars or more, the EFD must make a finding
that the service to be procured is engineered in a manner to
provide the service in the most efficient and economical
basis, consistent with the purpose and mission of the activi-
ty. The EFD is authorized to place orders for work where the
estimated cost does not exceed $1999 on a negotiated basis.
For work in excess of $2000, such services should be procured
by competitive bidding. When the cost exceeds that value and
competition is not practicable, the EFD must forward the re-
quest to NAVFAC showing the estimated cost of the work, rea-
sons that bidding is impracticable, and justification for
the work's performance. When approval as to the operational
and military needs by higher authority is required, the EFD
must provide with the request the contractor's recommendation,
its own independent engineering and technical study, cost of
the requested service, and differences, if any, between these
recommendations.
The EFD is also responsible for maintaining a complete
current inventory of all equipment installed. Additionally,
25

the EFD must conduct an annual review of invoices including
such items as determination of application of the telephone
company's most favorable rate, credit for outages, accurate
billing, and agreement between inventory and billing. In
most cases, the inventory control and review functions are
delegated to the local activity.
4. Local Level
The Commanding Officer of each activity is responsi-
ble for the telephone service at the activity. However, he
delegates responsibility for management and execution of this
function to lower echelons within the command. Different in-
house organizations may handle this function within different
activities, depending upon the structure of each activity.
Typical organizatio'ns holding the function are: (1) communi-
cations office, (2) administrative department, (3) facili-
ties management division, (4) telephone branch, and (5)
public works department. In most cases, the individuals
responsible are civilian, but frequently the staff is aug-
mented with military personnel, and the department head may
be a military officer.
Functions performed by the telephone administrative
organization within the local command include requirements
determination, facilities planning, financial accounting,




The delegation of authority to activity personnel to
sign Communication Service Authorizations (CSA), which are
utilized when ordering or changing telephone service, is typi-
cally as follows:
a. The delegation is limited to station installa-
tions, changes of location of stations, station extensions,
wiring plans, key systems with stations that will accommodate
up to six pickups, and other basic equipment furnished by the
telephone company and billed- in accordance with legally
established tariffs. Disconnection of any service may be
authorized provided no termination liability is incurred.
b. The delegation does not include central office
switching equipment expansions or special or auxiliary equip-
ment such as: touch-tone instruments, unless provided with-
out additional cost; call directors, speed dialer, or card
dialers; speaker phones, etc. All changes, modifications, and
expansions of central office switching equipment and all new
construction requirements must be submitted for approval via
the EFD.
The EFD provides, on an on-request basis, consulting
service relating to design, installation, alteration, general
repair, and maintenance of telephone facilities.
The primary source of information concerning telephone
services at the local command level, and often the sole ad-
visor and consultant utilized, is the telephone company Mar-
keting Representative. For other than simple additions.
27

relocations, or removals, he proposes the equipment and
features to fulfill a request for service.
In the model used for this study, the managerial
functions for telephone administration are performed by the.
Public Works Department (P¥D). This assignment is typical
of most Naval activities due to the relationship between the
PWD and EFD. The PWD carries out the functions of require-
ments determination, facilities planning, financial account-
ing, directory preparation and distribution, and telephone
operator administration. The specific organizational rela-
tionships are presented in Figure 2,
The duties and responsibilities of department person-
nel involved in telephone management are described below:
a. Public "Works Officer - is responsible to the
Director of Military Operations and Logistics for the organiza-
tion, administration, and supervision of the Public Works
Department. He is responsible for all facilities, including
utilities. In performing these duties, he is guided by tech-
nical standards provided by NAVFAC.
b. Assistant Public Works Officer - serves as Tele-
phone Officer and, as such, supervises managerial functions
associated with the installed telephone systems. He keeps
necessary records of all official and unofficial telephone
services, checks and certifies monthly telephone bills for
official services, affects collections for unofficial tele-

































c^ Administrative Division Officer - supervises the
day-to-day administration and financial accounting functions
as directed by the Telephone Officer. In addition to the
Public Works Officer and the Telephone Officer, he has
authority to sign CSAs.
d. Electrical Planner and Estimator - reviews and
prepares CSAs based on requests for services or changes in
physical layout or organization. He maintains complete
records of the telephone system configuration and serves as
a coordinator for telephone facilities planning.
e. Finance Clerks - receive telephone company bills,
separate toll calls by responsible department or tenant
activity and provide listings of the same for their verifica-
tion, prepare billings for reimbursable costs, type CSAs and
reports, and maintain appropriate records.
Specific details of the authority delegated to the
local command are contained in official EFD letters and in
NAVFAC P-6S.
Of the above listed personnel, only the Public Works
Officer and Assistant Public Works Officer are military per-
sonnel (officers), the remainder being civilian employees.
The experience and knowledge levels of the key personnel vary
greatly.
B. FUTURE ORGANIZATION
Since the mid-1950s, the general administration of
Department of the Navy telephone systems has been of a dual
30

nature. As an instrument of communications, the telephone
has served and has been administered by command. From the
viewpoint of business administration, the telephone has been
a utility, similar to other facilities such as light, heat,
and water systems.
The Congress has made known its desire for improved
management practices and better visibility of the true fund-
ing of communications operations. It has requested that the
Department of Defense include all funds for specific opera-
tions within the same budget activity and that all communica-
tions costs, both telephones and telecommunications, be in-
cluded in the Defense request for communications funds
[Hynes, 1973].
DOD Instruction' 7045.12 , the Five Year Defense Program
Telecommunications Subsystem, 24 February 1972, requires the
military departments to develop a capability to support the
Defense FYDP Telecommunication Subsystem. The DOD Consoli-
dated Telecommunications Program, a primary output of this
Subsystem, includes in the definition of base communications
on-base telephone and related telecommunications systems and
resources. Resources at a telecommunications center that
support a base complex are described as: base telephones,
industrial security networks, crash networks, paging networks,
walkie-talkies, two-way radios, internal communications, etc.
Resources include the necessary manpower to support base com-
munications whose primary function is to manage, operate, and
maintain these telecommunications systems [Hynes, 1973].
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Unlike' the Department of the Navy, the Secretaries of
Defense, Army, and Air Force and the Director, Defense
Communications Agency, operate and manage official telephone
systems as telecommunications systems. This difference in •
management philosophy is not consistent with DON telecommuni-
cations programs for end-to-end network operations in relation
to the other services.
To foster uniform management of Defense telecommunications
and to improve responsiveness to telecommunications policies
and procedures, the Department of the Navy is currently
planning realignment of its telephone systems and services
to the end that they shall be designated and managed as tele-
communications systems and be operated and maintained as a
function of the telecommunications centers supporting base
complexes.
The existing policy of managing telephones as utilities
has the advantage in that procedures for improvement, main-
tenance, and operation are provided by the same organization
that is responsible for material support, namely NAVFAC.
This policy, however, has numerous disadvantages. Because of
its inherent duality, there exists fragmentation of opera-
tions and support responsibilities and thus fragmentation of
responsibility for end-to-end telecommunications resource
management. Within the present organization there is divided
responsibility for the telephone system (utility)
and the AUTOVON system (telecommunications). This fact
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tends to perpetuate management which is at odds with DCA pol-
icy for end-to-end telecommunications systems.
Under the proposed organizational and functional realign-
ment, Department of the Navy official telephone systems will
be operated and managed as voice telecommunications systems,
elements of the defense-wide voice communications system net-
work, assuring effective voice communications service for
Naval subscribers afloat and ashore. Official telephone
systems, both leased and Navy/government owned, will be con-
figured, engineered, operated, maintained, and supported in a
manner which will make them operationally and technically com-
patible with the AUTOVON network of the Defense Communications
Agency.
At those base complexes where the telecommunications cen-
ter is operated by an activity other than the one operating
the telephone system, the telephone system functions and re-
sources will be transferred to the activity operating the
telecommunications center as a function thereof.
The Commander, Naval Telecommunications Command, will act
for the CNO as control coordinator with respect to the opera-
tions and maintenance management of official telephone systems
and services and v/ill provide for the general administration
of these services and systems and related telephone matters
of the Navy as a function of telecommunications management.
He will be responsible for initiating leases for all commercial
telephone systems and services of the Navy through the issuance
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of Communications Service Authorizations and will budget for
and administer funds as the major (Claimant for commercial
telephone systems and services of the Navy on a Navy-wide
basis. These functions, as previously stated, are now the
responsibility of COMNAVFACENGCOM.
The Chief of Naval Material, through COMNAVFACENGCOM,
will continue to provide effective material support, conduct
communications engineering analyses, and provide advice, as
required, regarding the leasing of telephone systems and
issuance of CSAs.
Shore activities will realign their organizations in
accordance with the above-stated policy and will operate and
maintain telephone systems and services as a function of the
telecommunications centers that support base complexes.
Appendix B to this thesis presents a possible organiza-
tional structure in support of this realignment policy for
the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. The
NPGS represents a situation where the telephone system and
the telecommunications center are managed by separate activi-
ties. This organizational separation is typical of Navy-wide
practice at the present time.
C. REMARKS
Management of telephone services at the user level, the
local command level, is essentially a ministerial operation.
The day-to-day supervision, procurement, staffing, and moni-
toring of telephone services and switchboard operations is
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being conscientiously supported and performed by the Naval
activities and the serving telephone companies. Intervention
by higher authority in the routine operations is minimal, and
then only in a negative sense such as when it questions the
requests for expensive equipment or specialized circuits and
trunks. Despite the fragmentation and duality of command re-
lationships, the telephone systems work well within the frame-
work for which they have been established.
However, when viewed with respect to the explicitly ex-
pressed policy of the CNO, as stated in OPNAV Instruction
2300. 4A, to provide the most feasible and economical use of
the telephone services and facilities of commercial communica-
tions ccmpcniGG v;here such services are reasonable and ade-
quately available, the management function is significantly
deficient. Kerr, in his study of the San Diego Naval com-
plex, has stated that "what is missing in the management
structure is the ability to deal with telephone communications
as a system. Nowhere ... is there an assigned capability to
study, configure, or revise telephone key systems. Nowhere
is there the responsibility to deal with the tradeoff studies
and configurations or to determine the interactions of voice
and data or voice and message traffic. Nowhere is there the
incentive to transcend the requirements of individual facili-
ties and examine the feasibility and economics of shared
circuits or systems or to provide a single responsible contact
point to negotiate matters of interest to all of the facilities
with the local communications companies." [Kerr, 1973].
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Kerr further points out that "management of the telephone
system is fragmented and geared, for the most part, to daily-
operations (manning switchboards, expediting changes, report-
ing outages, filling outages, filling out administrative re-
ports, etc. )•"
Within the telephone management organization, be it a
large consolidated area or a single isolated activity, the
primary need is for a central telephone coordinator with both
designated responsibility and authority. He would serve as a
focal point for all management functions relating to the
planning, evaluation, control, and administration of the in-
stalled telephone system. For reasons of continuity, experi-
ence, and knowledge, this individual should be a civilian and
should report to the highest appropriate military officer
(department head) for the performance of his assigned responsi-
bilities. Included in Appendix B are the proposed duties and
and the organizational relationships for the Telephone







Systems planning essentially is the process of gener-
ating and evaluating alternative ways of designing or chang-
ing a system in some beneficial manner. The prime considera-
tions in system planning encompass cost reduction, competitive
forces, and technological advances. The sum total of these
considerations produces both the need and the means for
change [Rudwick, 1969].
Inherent in the systems planning process is systems
analysis. The RAND Corporation defines systems analysis as:
"an inquiry to aid a decision-maker choose a course of
action by systematically investigating his proper ob-
jectives, comparing quantitatively where possible the
cost effectiveness, and risks associated with alternative
policies or strategies for achieving them, and formulat-
ing additional alternatives if those examined are found
wanting."
The systems planner starts with a need and develops a pre-
ferred solution from among several alternatives developed,
whereas the systems analyst starts with the preferred solution
and other alternatives developed and investigates whether the
recommended preferred solution does indeed offer the best
approach, including the possibility of uncovering other ap-
proaches during the evaluation process.
A simplified model of the systems planning work pro-
cess is shown in Figure 3 [Rudwick, I969]. The first element









































Figure 3. Work Process in System Planning
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the organization is to perform and the environment which will
interact with the mission. The mission itself is independent
of people, equipments, or technology. The environment con-
sists of the physical situation which is expected to exist
during the time span over which the system will operate. Dur-
ing the functional analysis phase, the functional aspects of
the problem are examined and various operational tasks that
need to be performed are translated to system functions which
must be implemented. The output of the system synthesis ele-
ment is a set of feasible systems, each having specific sys-
tem performance characteristics, including capacity, reaction
time, and reliability. The output of the evaluation function
consists of the effectiveness of each system and its result-
ing costs under the conditions or conditions which might oc-
cur. The end product of this iterative process is, ideally,
an effective and efficient system design or change which
optimizes the primary considerations. This logical, analy-
tical systems planning process is applicable, in varying de-
grees of complexity and thoroughness, to all levels of
command.
The remainder of this chapter will discuss the vari-
ous elements of this model as they apply to telephone sys-
tems.
2. Service Requirements
The primary objective or mission of any Naval adminis-
trative system is to satisfy user requirements, while at the
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same time, meeting established command and control prere-
quisites. Determination of those requirements is one of the
most crucial stages in the telphone system planning process.
In determining requirements, the services of the local tele-
phone company representative should be utilized to the full-
est extent possible. National and regional telephone admin-
istrative organizations within the Department of the Navy
should be called upor; for assistance as applicable. When
considering large installation or major changes, detailed
analyses of traffic volumes and characteristics, together with
comparative service and cost data concerning alternative sys-
tems, are required in making such determinations.
Requirements must always be looked at from a long-
term viewpoint and must be developed as early as possible to
permit procurement prior to actual needs. This is particular-
ly applicable when building construction is contemplated.
Design of duct and conduct for underground cable plants must
be included in building plans during planning phases.
Planning within individual commands should provide
for adequate and reliable commercial telephone communications,
as practicable, under all conditions. During emergencies or
alerts, simulated or actual, TELCO may be called upon to pro-
vide new service or curtail service on short notice. Adequate
prior agreements or arrangements must be concluded to provide
service needs during emergencies and alerts. Requirements set




1. Termination of Trunks . In manual TEL CO ex-
changes ,~Tt~lna3rTe~~3^esiraBTe~to have certain trunks
designated for priority. handling. In dial exchanges,
special line assignments or termination of one or
more trunks on a mianual basis may be necessary to
insure outgoing service during emergencies.
2. Toll Trunking Facilities . If the local TELCO
central office is not a toll center, trunks to the
nearest toll center should be considered and operat-
ing procedures formulated to insure prompt handling
of emergency calls.
3. Maintenance . Maintenance of trunks and other
circuits serving important activities should be ar-
ranged on a priority basis.
4. Trunk Routing . Whenever possible, alternate
routing of trunks ana other circuits should be pro-
vided to insure safeguards inherent in diversifica-
tion.
5. Line Load Control . A method of eliminating
unnecessary telephone calls during an emergency,
particularly those of a local nature, must be estab-
lished. This applies to outgoing calls from a
switchboard as well as incoming calls. Many central
offices are equipped with load control devices which
restrict general telephone service during an emer-
gency. DOD switchboards are given preferential
treatment in this respect.
The requirements for any telephone system may be
broken into the following hierarchial categories [Lewis,
1974]:
1. Mandatory - those necessary for the accom-
plishment of a given task.
2. Convenience - those which ease or facili-
tate job accomplishment.
3. Prestige - those which contribute to user
ego satisfaction.
The scope of telephone communications requirements
covers four broad questions [Lewis, 1974]:
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1. Who does the user call?
2. How will he make his calls?
3. Who calls the user?
4.' How does he answer his calls?
The answers to these questions must be made in terms
of the three categories noted above. The manager or planner
must be able to differentiate among basic service, extra
. features, and local/long-distance service requirements. Fac-
tors which must be considered include position or title of
the user, working space layout, number of users to be served,
workload of the user, and volume of incoming and outgoing
telephone traffic.
Basic service is the provision of a telephone to one
or more users in a specific location.
Extra features are those additions or arrangements
which modify the basic service to increase utility, conveni-
ence, or prestige. These features include Private Business
Exchanges (PBX), Call Directors, key systems, extension
phones, dial intercoms, speaker phones, exclusion keys, and
various line lights and buzzers.
Local/long-distance service involves a study of the
tradeoffs between DDD, AUTOVON, WATS, and FX. Factors which
must be considered are number and frequency of outgoing calls,
destination, and average and peak duration per call. Since
the choice among alternatives will have a significant impact
on the cost-effectiveness of the system, each requirements
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determination must be integrated with the systems plan.
Strict guidelines and standards should be established and
rigidly adhered to.
The General Services Administration provides detailed
and comprehensive guidance concerning the type and scope of
analyses needed in the determination of requirements for its
telephone service [TCS P 7100. 2A, 1972]. These directives
(See Exhibits 1-3) give standards which are applicable to
both regional and local levels for major installations or
changes. At the present time, the DOD does not provide simi-
lar uniform guidance.
It is obvious that what is required in the systems
planning process is a thorough investigation of service re-
quests to ensure that user requirements and satisfaction needs
are met in the m.ost cost-effective manner. Where systems are
already installed, ongoing studies must be made in order to
eliminate or modify those aspects which are not cost-effective.
For new installations, user-manager coordination at the
earliest stage of the planning process is necessary in order
to provide the most efficient and satisfactory system.
At the local level, it is imperative that a knowledge-
able, experienced telephone systems planner be involved in
the requirements determination process. Generally speaking,
the end user has only a vague conception of his level of
satisfaction and possesses little or no knowledge of the
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Exhibit 2. Traffic Engineering Survey Summary,
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TRAFFIC Z^GIIflZKINO SURVEf SU>*URI (Contd.)
Traffic Data re Data re Data x>e
One-Way Dial
CO. Tran>:3
Present Cberatlon Proposed Oc^ration
Wo» of Holding
B. B. Tlcis No. of Total CCS Trunk-n





Traffic Data re Data re Data re
Position
Requireraenta
Present Or^eration Proposed Operation
No. of
B. E. No. of Total























(a) Subnit in the foraat shoTcr.^ or in other coirvpn-lent nrd jnltabTo form, aU
of the indicated infomation that is aDorooriate.
(b) Separately list telephone (P31C) rvr^JDers, or lncc7:iing trunk groups, serriag
the activities to be affected by proposed change.









PERTINENT FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN DETERMINING PBX
CAPACIT"y" AND NUMBER OF POSITIONS.
a. Number of telephones to be served by the PBX.
b. Number of Central Office trunks required.
c. Number of tielines to other PBX's.
d. Holding time on all calls, including conversation and operating
time.
e. Calling rate, i. e. , frequency and volume of peak hour traffic.
Systems should be engineered to handle the maximum number of calls
expected during the busiest calling hours.
£. Number of requests for transfer of calls.
g. Duties of the operators other than telephone operating work.
PERTINENT FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN DETERMINING TYPE
OF PBX TO BE INSTAJLL^D.
a. Number of hours the switchboard is to be attended.
b. Nature of the traffic handled, such as percentage of inter-
commxinicating calls to total calls, etc.
c. Nature of agencies served, such as whether their requirements
are small, the agency is of a temporary nature, etc. " .
d. Possibility of termination charges as determined by the status of
Government tenure of the building in which the switchboard is to be
located.
e. Difference in cost and operating expense of the various systems.
Exhibit 3. Factors to be Considered in Determining Type
and Size of Switchboard.
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3. Types and Classes of Telephone Service
Central to the system planning process is a knowledge
of the types and classifications of telephone service avail-
able. Requirements must be matched against these factors at •
the very outset of planning in order to provide for the most
economical, feasible, and correct system in accordance with
existing instructions.
Several types of service are available at any given
activity. These include [Kerr, 1973]:
1. Administrative service provided by the local
telephone company. For other than local service, DDD,
WATS, or FX may be provided. The telephone instru-
ments are the property of the telephone company. Re-
moval, alterations, maintenance, or relocation except
by company personnel is prohibited.
2. AUTOVON service providing direct interconnec-
tion with many military and other installation.3 in
CONUS and certain overseas areas.
3. Special circuits, such as direct voice, remote
control, and data circuits provided via leased cable
and equipment.
4. The Federal Telecommunications System Inter-
city Voice Network (FTS) which permits calls to be
made to government agencies located in nearly 500
cities and communities connected to the ne~v;ork.
Calls may also be made to commercial (non—FTS) tele-
phones. Recent directives nonnally prohibit activi-
ties having both FTS and AUTOVON simultaneously.
The following paragraphs describe various classifica-
tions of telephone service, as established by the Department
of Defense, which may be provided as appropriate to the activ-




ClcLss A (Official) - Telephones which are authorized
for the transaction of official business of the government on
DOD installations and require access to commercial telephone
company central office and toll trunks for the proper conduct
of official business.
A-1 - Official business with access to AUTOVON as
well as local commercial services, base, and commercial toll
services.
A-2 - Official business with no AUTOVON access
but with access to local commercial services, base, and com-
mercial toll services.
A-3 - Official business with no AUTOVON or com-
mercial tol], access ; but with access to local commercial serv-
ices and the base system.
Class B (Unofficial) - Telephones which are installed
within, or in the immediate vicinity of DOD activities are
connected to DOD-owned or leased telephone exchange systems
for unofficial use.
E-1 - Installed in government owned or leased
quarters assigned for family or personal use in lieu of basic
allowance for quarters and located within or in the immedi-
ate vicinity of a DOD activity.
B-2 - Installed for the use of public schools,
the American Red Cross, and other quasi-government agencies




B-3 - Installed for the use of commercial con-
tractors, concessionaires, and other business firms operat-
ing within, or in the immediate vicinity of a DOD activity.
B-4 - Installed in private or rental housing
located within or in the immediate vicinity of a DOD activi-
ty. This type of service applies where commercial telephone
service is not available, is inadequate, or is excessively
expensive. When such telephones are located beyond base
boundaries, additional necessary mileage charges rendered ac-
cording to the tariffs of the local telephone company for
similar service will be charged to the user for that portion
of the circuit extending beyond the base.
Class C (Official Restricted) - Telephones authorized
for the transaction of official business on a DOD installa-
tion without access, to the telephone company's central office
or toll trunks. These telephones should have indial capabili-
ty for receiving distant calls from private lines and commer-
cial trunk services.
C-1 - Installed for the transaction of Navy offi-
cial business. When ARC personnel are employed to supplement
the Navy welfare activities. Class C service may be provided
with appropriate funds and without reimbursement. When a
general administrative organization of the ARC, as dis-
tinguished from field personnel, is located on base. Class




C-2 - Installed on a Naval installation for the
transaction of official business of other military services,
for the use of any other executive department or independent
government agency, or for use by other government agencies that
furnish services to, or in support of, the Naval installation.
C-3 - Installed on a Naval installation for the
transaction of official business of any executive department,
independent agency, or other government activity except the
Armed Forces.
Class D (Official/Special) - Telephones installed on
a DOD installation for official business of the government
and restricted to special classes of service such as fire
alarm, security alarm, and crash alarm.
4. Changes in Service
Requests for local telephone service and/or changes
in service will originate with the user activity [OPNAV
Instruction 2300. 4A, 1956]. NAVFAC ?-6S delegates this
authority to local commanders and specifies that this delega-
tion is limited to telephone station installations, changes
of location of stations, station extensions, wiring plans,
key systems with stations that will accommodate up to six
pickups (COMPAK II) and other standard basic equipment fur-
nished by the contractor and billed in accordance with legal-
ly established tariffs. The activity requesting service is
responsible for providing funds for the installation and
continuance of the service required.
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Changes in existing telephone service or proposed new
installations require command approval as follows [OPNAVINST
5300. 4A, 1956]:
1. Changes in existing telephone service which
do not materially affect the authorized capacity of a
local telephone system may be approved by the Command-
ing Officer responsible for the system. This category
may include lines (excluding trunk and tie lines) and
telephone terminal equipment up to the approved capa-
city of the switchboard.
2. Changes in existing telephone service which
affect the capacity of a system or its engineered
method of operation, or which require additional
trunk or tie lines, or other exchange expansion may
be approved by the Commandant or Area Commander con-
cerned.
3. New installations, activation of inactive
installations, complete rearranging of an existing
system, expansion of an existing system by more than
100 lines over the last approved switchboard capacity,
changes in ovmership, conversion from manual to dial
operation or similar major modifications will be sub-
mitted to the Chief of Naval Operations for approval
vi-a the appropriate chain of command.
Each activity operates under a Basic Termination Con-
tract (ETC) with the local telephone company. Essentially,
the activity agrees to retain the installed major equipment
for a period of time (usually five years). Should the activ-
ity decide to terminate the use of the equipment prior to the
end of the contract period, it would pay termination charges
based on the time remaining in the contract. Changes ordered
against this ETC are made through the use of Communication
Service Authorizations (CSAs).
NAVFAC WESTDIV Instruction Processing of Communica-
tions Service Authorizations outlines in detail the procedures
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for the preparation and submission of CSAs (DD Form 42^). Af-
ter investigation as to the validity of the change request,
the activity prepares an original plus three copies of the
CSA. The original plus two copies are then sent to the local
telephone company with the third copy remaining vrith the activ-
as a suspense copy. The telephone company assigns a date and
circuit or telephone number and forwards the original back to
the activity. Upon completion of the change, another copy is
returned to the activity. The activity then matches the com-
pletion copy against their suspense copy, updates the original
and the suspense copy, and forwards the original to the EFD
for filing. This process, although seem.ingly cumbersome,
provides for effective managerial control and accurate record
keeping.
At the local activity, telephone change requests,
whether they be new installations or modifications to exist-
ing stations, are generally initiated through the submission
of a work request by the requesting department head. The
method of submitting work requests is universally detailed
in local instructions. Once the work request is received by
the telephone administration organization, the critical pro-
cess of determining the accuracy and validity of the require-
ment starts.
5» Telephone System Cost Factors
Although there are many ways of breaking down and de-
lineating the cost elements which make up the aggregate
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telephone bill for a Naval installation, this section deals
only with the direct, identifiable "costs charged by the local
telephone company and those costs applicable to the direct
management process. Indirect costs such as activity overhead
and costs associated with wholly-owned government systems are
not discussed.
Telephone systems costs can be divided into two major
categories: equipment and service, and management. These
















a. Equipment and Service Costs
By far the most expensive category in any in-
stallation's phone bill is the itemi labeled "monthly service
charge." This item primarily consists of a monthly rental
charge for installed equipment, lines, and instruments. In
order to obtain a detailed, itemized listing of the individual
charges, it is necessary to refer to the computer printout
known as the "Green Sheets" provided with each bill by the
telephone company. CENTREX or PBX service is charged at a
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flat monthly rate. Instruments and their associated lines are
charged at a monthly rate depending on the type of .instrument
COMPAK I, II, III, IV). As will be discussed in more detail
in a later section, the configuration of the key systems and
their associated extra features forms a significant part of
the service charge. Dedicated lines (teletypewriter grade,
data lines, etc.) and General Use lines (alarm and control
circuits) form a part of the service charge and are also
billed at a flat rate. The monthly service charge can be
essentially treated as a fixed cost within the system since it
varies little from month to month (except as a result of
changes or rate increases).
Toll or long-distance calls originating through
the CENTREX comprise the most significant portion of the vari-
able costs and demand a portentious amount of managerial at-
tention. In any analysis of toll cost considerations the
planner and manager must carefully weigh the choices of DDD
(direct distance dialing), WATS, FX, AUTOVON, and private tie
lines. The management problem is greatly compounded by the
great variability of the incurrence of toll charges for
different facilities and within each facility. This subject
will be dealt with at greater length in a subsequent chapter.
The method of charging for local calls varies
considerably from one geographic area to another. In most
cases, telephones are available either with a flat rate or
with measured service. In some areas, particularly large
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metropolitan cities, message unit charges are applied. The
charge can vary with the distance from the calling station.
Insofar as overall costs are concerned, the charges for local
telephone calls (message unit charges) rank just behind toll
charges [Kerr, 1973]. Because of the large number and varie-
ty of parameters influencing this cost factor, any analytical
study is exceedingly difficult-.
Installation and change charges generally repre-
sent a small percentage of an installation's monthly tele-
phone bill and vary considerably from month to month. How-
ever, a change in tariff rates could have a disastrous effect
on this factor. Fortunately, these costs are particularly
subject to effective managerial control.
Miscellaneous cost factors include directory ad-
vertising, federal and local taxes, and credits. For U. S.
government activities, directory advertising charges are
rather insignificant and taxes do not apply. Credits, which
represent cable credits and allowances resulting from the
telephone company's use of Navy-owned cables within an in-
stallation, are relatively stable from month to month.
b. Management Costs
Under the present management organization struc-
ture, the NAVFAC Division (EFD) employs engineers, analysts,
accountants, etc., who function as managers and advisors for
the telephone systems within its region. The EFD charges
each activity a monthly rate for these services based on the
number of used lines within the activity.
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The major expense for the AUTOVON system is borne
by COMNAVTELCOM. However, each activity is charged by the
telephone company on a line per month basis for the terminal
equipment at the switchboard.
Local management costs are essentially adminis-
trative costs which include clerical wages, switchboard
operator wages, telephone directory costs, and installation
overhead. Because many of the personnel involved in the
administrative process also perform various other duties,
the separation of costs relating directly to telephone ad-
ministration is necessarily subjective in nature. VThether
or not these costs should be included in any cost analysis
of a telephone system is questionable.
B. SYSTEM EVALUATION
Effective telephone systems management requires a
scheduled systematic review of facilities to provide continued
efficient and economic .telecommunications service. Optimum
network efficiency and economy are obtained through the
analysis of traffic data to assure that the quality and quan-
tity of the communications channels, switching centers, and
terminal equipment comprising the system is adequate but not
excessive.
Traffic usage data is obtained by several methods. The
most commonly used methods are [TCS P 7100. 2A, 1972]:
1. Automatic data gathering devices, fixed and
portable, used by common carriers to obtain informa-
tion for determining the adequacy of existing facili-




2. Manual recording of traffic data, normally
accomplished by operating personnel using stroke, peg,
plug, or two-minute usage count methods.
The GSA presently conducts several different traffic
usage surveys on a quarterly, semi-annual, and annual basis.
Due to personnel and financial resource limitations, the
usage surveys and detailed traffic analysis studies of the
type discussed in Section A-2 above are most applicable to
regional level management for evaluation of major installa-
tions and in configuring new facilities or affecting modifi-
cations.
However, methods for the continuing evaluation of tele-
phone systems, at the local level are required. It is essen-
tial from an economic viewpoint that the methods used b^'' local
activity involve resources readily available to the activity.
Several of these methods and tools will be discussed below.
The first and most readily available method is a periodic,
objective, and conscientious review of the activity's equip-
ment inventory and comparison with TELCO Green Sheets. This
review should be conducted at least quarterly. Any discrepan-
cies noted should be promptly corrected. Additionally, the
local inventory record and TELGO-provided Key System Work-
sheets should be carefully studied in an attempt to eliminate
inefficient configurations and costly extra features which
are in excess of actual requirements.
Lewis and Heames [Lewis, 1974] have developed three
statistical tools useful to the local manager in evaluating
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the cost-effectiveness of a telephone system. These measures
are:
1. Cost/Telephone/Month (CTM) . This is the total
service charge per month allocated to a particular de-
partment for all telephone service (straight lines, key-
systems, etc.) divided by the total number of telephones
in use in the department.
2. Key System Premium Ratio (KSPR) . This is the
difference between the monthly key system cost and the
cost of the basic line charges for the number of tele-
phones in the system, divided by the latter. For exam-
ple: a key system has a monthly service charge of




3. Line Access Cost Ratio (LACK) . This ratio is de-
rived from the Key System Vt/orksheet. It is the cost of
the number of effective telephones minus the actual key
system cost divided by the latter. The cost of the
effective telephones is the basic line charge ($7.70)
multiplied, by the number of the individual telephones
which would be required to provide the same line access
as that available in the key system configuration. For
example: a key system costs $34.00 and has three tele-
phones which have access to three lines each. This key
system is equivalent to nine effective telephones.
($7.70x9) - $34 _
-1 n;
If these values are computed for all departments and key
systems and ranked in numerical order, the highs and lows, as
appropriate, provide an indication for further evaluation.
The values provide a starting point in isolating departments
or key systems where improvement effort may be best applied.
If the CTM and KSPR of a system are high, excessive extra
features are indicated. If the LACR is low, further study of
the line and instrument arrangement is called for. High LACR




This statistical survey provides an excellent management
tool for system evaluation. It is readily adaptable to
computer format and need only be computed initially for all.
systems. Periodic reports could be generated to reflect
changes made.
Another invaluable management tool available is a com-
puter printout of long-distance calling patterns provided by
the telephone company on request. These patterns can be
utilized to identify and analyze suspected high cost users
of commercial long-distance services. Additionally, for an
activity as a whole, it can be used as a traffic analysis
tool when considering tradeoffs among the various long-
distance calling methods available.
It must be emphasized that the above evaluation techniques
are not all inclusive nor in themselves a true measure of
cost-effectiveness. As previously stated, the primary object-
ive of any telephone system is to satisfy user requirements.
The results of any objective system evaluation must be weighed
against such subjective factors as department function, person-
nel composition, office layout, and personnel morale. Close
coordination between the telephone coordinator and the depart-
ments/activities served is required to obtain optimum require-
ment satisfaction and cost-effectiveness.
C. COST CONSIDERATIONS
In order to provide the required telephone service in a
cost-effective manner, the manager must be aware of the cost
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elements of the individual cost factors and the tradeoffs
among these elements. Section A-5 above discussed the vari-
ous cost factors involved in a telephone system. This sec-
tion analyzes the various cost elements that make up these
factors. A breakdown of NPGS telephone costs for the period
July, 1973, through October, 1974, is presented in Figure l+.
Figures 5-10 demonstrate cost trends during this period.
1. Monthly Service Charges
The most, costly factor in a leased telephone system
is the monthly service charge. At the NPGS for the period
July 73 to October 74, this factor comprised 73^ of the
average monthly bill. This figure corresponds with the find-
ings of other studies: Kerr noted SOfo in his study of the
Point Loma complex at San Diego; Lewis noted SOfo at NPGS [Kerr,
1973, and Lewis, 1974]. As previously noted, these charges
are essentially fixed costs once a system is installed and
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One particular aspect of these costs is significant,
however. The large increase reflected by the July-August 74
figures is due to a rate increase by the telephone company.
In view of present inflationary economic conditions, rate in-
creases should be expected with some degree of regularity in
the future. This trend will greatly increase telephone
costs; however, the proportionate percentage of service
charges to total costs should remain fairly steady.
Within this factor, the predominate element is the
cost of key systems. As found by Kerr and supported by Lewis,
key system costs comprise about 50^ of the total monthly serv-
ice charge. The costs of individual key systems vary greatly
in relation to their configuration. Most key telephone sta-
tions consist of six-button telephones (COMPAK II) with as-
sorted features incorporated.
In order to provide a clearer understanding of key
station features and costs, the following characteristics
are presented (See Appendix A for further definitions of
Universal Service Order Codes (USOC)). Costs are in addition
to basic line charges.
a. Type Instrument
[I]
KXl = single button ($1.00)
KX2 = six button ($2.20)
(3) KX3 = call director ($5.00)
(4) KXT = extension (3.75 each)
b. Features
(1) KFM = blinking lights ($3.00 per station)
(2) FJZ = signal and buzzer ($ .90)
(3) BZZ = additional buzzer ($ .45)
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' (4) SBV = busy lamp control unit ($ .75)
(5) CUT = signal control keys '($ .75)
(6) XL5 = exclusion key ($ .75)
(7) EXB = extension bell ($ .70)
(S) EXG = extension gong ' ($ .BO)
(9) DA9 = dial intercom first
nine stations ($7.25)
(10) DAD = each additional inter-
com station ($1.65)
(11) SP3 = speaker phones ($6.25)
The costs for the added features can easily be com-
puted by subtracting the costs of the aggregate key station
instruments from the total key systems cost. While none of
the features in themselves are very expensive, the total cost
involved for any activity is significant.
Similarly, a "true features" cost can be computed by
comparing costs of wholly straight lines versus straight
line/key system configurations. Lewis computed this cost to
be 23^ of a typical month's service charge. In a hypotheti-
cal situation, Kerr postulated that if the 20,000 stations in
the San Diego area consisted of 10,000 lines and 10,000 ex-
tensions and nothing more, the annual saving in monthly serv-
ice charges would amount to about $1,000,000.
One of the above indicated features, dial intercoms,
is a relatively costly item and deserves further mention.
Intercommunicating lines or intercom systems are line circuits
that connect two or more main or extension stations independ-
ently of the serving PBX or CENTREX. These separate intercom
systems may be either manual or dial. Manual intercoms re-
quire a separate external signal button to activate a buzzer
signal at a distant intercom station. Dial intercoms provide
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for separate selective station ringing and are the most com-
mon. They are essentially convenience items since the same
result could be obtained by dialing the four-digit number for
a particular extension through the CENTREX as by dialing a
two-digit intercom number. Dial intercoms thus should not be
required where an interstation dialing capability is in-
stalled. They have the most practical benefit for large
business offices where there are a number of people perform-
ing similar functions and where any one person may be ex-
pected to answer incoming inquiries from several lines.
From the above discussion, it is clear that telephone
usage requirements must be carefully studied before a key
system is configured or justified. The manager must weigh
each key system with respect to the hierarchial requirement
categories. Kerr states that "there does not exist, at this
time, any mechanism within the Navy for performing this func-
tion, even though this can have the largest impact of all the
categories on telephone system costs. A reduction of $1.00
per month per station in " monthly service charge" would save
almost a quarter of a million dollars a year in the Navy's
San Diego phone bill, which can easily justify the salary
of one key system monitor or analyst."
Another factor of the monthly service charge that de-
serves attention is the area of private (dedicated) lines.
These range from teletype grade lines to wideband data lines.
Private lines are generally used for a single purpose and are
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relatively costly. In view of the ever increasing applica-
tion of, and demand for, data circuits, the present and future
requirements for these lines must be carefully reviewed from
an economic standpoint. Consideration should be given
wherever possible toward consolidating services into wideband
trunks such as TELPAK.
2. Toll Charg;es
As previously mentioned, the telephone company offers
a wide choice, of long-distance services. The choices avail-
able are: direct distance dialing (DDD); wide area telephone
service (WATS) - both in and out; foreign exchange (FX); and
private tie lines. These offerings must in turn be weighed
against the use of AUTOVON and/or the Federal Telecommunica-
tions System Intercity Voice Network(FTS) . Analysis to deter-
mine which combination of choices is optimum in any given
situation often requires an elaborate computer program. One
of the factors that adds to the problem of developing general
conclusions with respect to toll charges is the great variabil-
ity for different facilities and even within an individual
complex.
Kerr found that toll calls represent only a little
more than 20 percent of the direct bill [Kerr, 1973]. This
figure is supported by current findings at NPGS (See Figure
4). In his study, Kerr analyzed over 4000 long-distance
calls and found that the distribution of call times, was


















































































Exhibit 4. Distribution of Toll Call Times.
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about one-half lasted less than three minutes. Of the Lotcj
toll charges, the cost of calls la-sting less than three min-
utes was a little over 20 percent. Thus, the remaining 50
percent of the calls are responsible for about ^0 percent of
the toll charges. Lewis' findings generally supported theses
results [Lewis, 1974]* These figures are particularly note-
worthy for they suggest that if time constraints were placed
on calls, or arbitrarily, if calls lasting more than ten
minutes were audited, significant savings could be realized.
For purposes of discussion, it can be assumed that
most toll charges reflect calls to locations where AUTOVON
service is not readily available. (In the absence of ade-
quate toll call control procedures, a study to accurately
determine the number of toll calls made in lieu of using
AUTOVON would be exceedingly difficult.) Accordingly, the
use of WATS suggests itself as an alternative or supplement
to DDD.
To determine what combination of WATS services could
replace DDD requires a careful traffic analysis which measures
the following parameters: (1) average call duration, (2)
peak hourly volume, and (3) monthly volume. Achievement of
a significant cost savings with WATS requires a special appli-
cation with controllable, known demand. Haphazard ordering of
WATS service, in cases where the demand or distribution of
calls changes in time or. in geographic distribution, or where
the use of WATS cannot be strictly controlled, generally
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results in cost increases. The WATS tariff is so constructed
that unless all of the variables are adequately defined and
compared by the systems planner, costs are invariably great-
er rather than less. As reported by Kerr, Pacific Telephone •
studies at the San Diego Naval complex tend to indicate that
because the three parameters are not sufficiently controllable,
the use of WATS services at military installations is not
economically justifiable. These findings do not rule out the
possibility, however, that under certain circumstances, and
as a result of careful traffic analysis, WATS offers a viable
alternative to DDD.
In the case of FX, the above considerations are
generally applicable as v;cll. The use of FX service in place
of or to supplement AUTOVON would be most applicable where a
large volume of short duration calls are made between nearby
(but not local) activities. The advantages of not tying up
the limited available AUTOVON lines with such calls could
easily justify FX service provided savings are realized over
DDD.
Because the rate structure of the AUTOVON network is
not specifically related to long-distance rates, as is WATS
service, the usage of AUTOVON in place of other long-distance
methods offers considerable economic advantages. When con-
sidering AUTOVON as an alternative, two important points must
be kept in mind: (1) AUTOVON' s primary function is to
provide a command and control telephone network, and not a
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means for casual two-way communications; (2) while it may be
possible to dial a distant AUTOVON switchboard and obtain a
line to an off-net telephone, a casual AUTOVON user cannot
count on such service, thus AUTOVON cannot, in many cases, be
used as a substitute for either DDD or WATS.
A recent study at the Naval Postgraduate School
found that the cost per call using AUTOVON was $ .27 compared
to $1.19 for DDD [Smithey, 1973]. This significant cost ad-
vantage may lead to the conclusion that an activity should in-
crease the number of AUTOVON lines available. This conclusion
may be erroneous unless it is supported by careful traffic
analysis. The prime factor involved is the calling distribu-
tion with respect to the time of day and the areas called.
The following conclusions result from several studies
of the AUTOVON SYSTEM.:
a. AUTOVON calls are the most economical means of
communicating and should be encouraged as the preferred means
where available.
b. Providing for and encouraging net transfers of
AUTOVON calls at remote locations could result in some DOD
savings.
c. Increasing the number of AUTOVON circuits or ty-
ing AUTOVON and FTS together probably will not materially af-
fect DDD costs, because the vast majority of DDD calls go to




d. Better discipline and control in the use of
AUTOVON should be initiated to reduce call times and spread
out usage over the work day in accordance with the area
called.
e. Insure all phones configured for long-distance
dialing also have AUTOVON capability.
3. Local^ Calls
The_ method of charging for local calls varies con-
siderably from one geographical area to another and may in-
volve either a flat rate, a measured service rate, or message
unit charges varying with the distance from the calling sta-
tion. Where message unit charges are used, they have been
found to be a significant part of the monthly bill.
A. 1973 study of the San Diego Naval Complex by the
Pacific Telephone Company indicated that 2S percent of the
local calls were interbase calls. This figure would suggest
a further study of the feasibility of consolidating all local
activities in one CENTREX. Another alternative, political
considerations aside, would be the utilization of interconnect-
ing DOD-owned lines.
From the above TELCO study, the remaining 72 percent
represent calls to other than Navy facilities. It is reason-
able to assume that a high proportion of these calls represent
strictly personal calls. One method commonly suggested to
recover a portion of these costs is to deduct either $1.00
from each employee's paycheck per month or the amount he
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declares as an average per month in personal calls. Another
alternative is to install readily available pay phones for
use in making personal calls. This alternative does not seem
feasible since the telephone company is on record as looking
for an eventual 20 cents from coin telephones and this, in
turn, will be used to pull up message unit charges. The idea
of employing payroll deductions seems highly impractical due
to the administrative burden involved. What is needed, and
would present the most practical solution, is greater
managerial control over personal calls. Although all
commands routinely issue directives concerning personal tele-
phone calls, what appears to be lacking is follow-up action
to identify and control persistent abusers of the stated poli-
cies. This overview function must be incorporated as an
integral part of the telephone management function.
4. Installation/Connection Charges
Another area of telephone costs deserves some atten-
tion. The telephone bill includes an item labeled "other
charges and credits." Credits, which represent cable credits
and allowances resulting from the telephone company's use of
Navy-owned cables within the various bases and facilities, re- -
mains stable from month to month. The other portion repre-
sents installation/connection charges (OC/C) and is essen-
tially comprised of charges resulting from moves, installa-
tions, connections., rearrangements, and changes. No charges
are incurred for disconnections. As seen from Figures
n

4 and 9» these charges vary considerably from month to .
month.
,
The average charges for OC/C, as reported by Kerr and
supported by current findings at NPGS, represent less than
five percent of total billing charges. However, all indica-
tions point to increasing labor costs and a determination by
the telephone company to eventually recoup its installation
costs. A change in tariff could have a disastrous effect on
this portion. of the telephone bill. Clearly, strict control
of OC/C charges by management, as dictated in system planning
guidelines, is called for to keep these costs to a minimum.
With respect to the administration of the costs, the
alternative has been proposed that this function be carried
out by the responsible department (the user). By imposing
the costs of telephone service on the individual department
budget rather than the activity budget, it is felt that the
department manager would become more cost conscious and effec-
tively reduce his requirements accordingly. This alternative
is rejected by the author. This situation would tend to
further fragment the management function, which, in many
cases, is already overly segmented. The lack of knowledge of
telephone systems on the part of the department manager and
the added administrative burden placed on him lend additional




• Figures 5 through 10 demonstrate the rising costs of tele-
phone systems. While these charts represent a small, rela-
tively isolated activity, the same trends, only greater in
magnitude, are indicated at larger installations and com-
plexes. This situation reinforces the need for an effective
system management program at all levels. Central to this
management effort is a need for comprehensive and universally
applicable planning guidelines and policies, items which do
not presently exist within the Department of the Navy.
Telecommunications management practices must be geared to
the future and be concerned with areas such as the growth of
competition to AT&T in switchboard and instrument equipment,
in long-haul dedicated circuits, and in foreign attachments
and the growth^ of facsimile and data traffic with increasing
use of dedicated circuits. Planning must provide for the
interaction of voice telephone communication with teletype,
telegraph, letter, or other graphical means or requirements.
The future requirements for land, air, and sea interface
facilities must be studied.
There exists a problem in almost every construction
project in that after construction is completed extensive
modifications to the telephone system must be made to suit
the needs of the users. Considerably more effort is required
in the preliminary planning of the location and types of
telephone units prior to final design and construction of
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the facility. Efforts must be made to ensure that telephone
locations are not changed just to suit personal desires.
Effective systems management requires scheduled systematic
reviews of facilities to ensure cost-effective and responsive
telecommunications service. Optimum network efficiency and
economy are obtained through the analysis of traffic data to
assure that the quality and quajitity of comm.unicat ions
channels, switching centers, and terminal equipment are ade-
quate but not^ excessive. At each local activity, review
techniques may be simplified but still must emphasize cost-
effectiveness. Changes in tariff structure require on-going
evaluation of DDD charges, every dial intercom, buzzer sys-
tem, key system, and special arrangements such as WATS, FX,
leased and private lines, and AUTOVON. In some instances, it
may be possible to provide a less costly equipment arrangement
that will adequately meet the needs of the user. However, the
system should not be reduced to the point where small equip-
ment savings are achieved at the expense of interfering with
the person's work requirements. In this light, all requests
for changes (CSAs) must be thoroughly and conscientiously re-
viewed. The tools necessary to carry out the above strategy
for systems management are available; they must be utilized!
Kerr adequately summarizes the function requirements of
the telephone system management process in the following
points. Whenever possible, these functions should be handled
on a centralized basis for an entire complex.
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1. Plan for and implement tie line, foreign exchange
lines, and shared dedicated data lines.
2. Negotiate with the local communications company re-
garding new tariffs, particularly to avoid message unit
charges on interbase calls and to allow for common use of
WATS lines.
3. Conduct statistical sampling and publish monthly data
on volumes and lengths of toll calls and volumes of message
unit calls to encourage user restraint and identify abuses.
4. Study the requirements and provide design guidance
for economic key system configurations.
5. Provide statistical data and quality control for
AUTOVON service. ,
6. Develop emergency plans for communications outages
and overloads.
7. Project changes in communications requirements, equip-
ment developments, tariff changes, and new service offering
of the telephone company and its competitors in relation to
the needs of all the facilities in an area.
Essentially what is needed, and paradoxically what is
presently lacking, is the promulgation of management guide-
lines and standards combined with the assignment of direct
responsibility for overall telephone system management.
Appendix C proposes specific guidelines and standards applica-
ble to the local activity. .This appendix is prepared in
directive format in order to serve as a basic foundation





Integral to the management of any telephone network as
a system is the requirement to maintain an accurate and up-
to-date equipment inventory. The manager must be able to as-
sure himself that the equipment on hand is in agreement with
the current telephone company bill and that the equipment
installed is adequate for its intended utilization. Addi-
tionally, as part of the systems planning process, he must
know the location of each piece of equipment, its configura-
tion, and the configuration pf_ the system as a whole. As
aids in this effort ,, the. manager should have at his disposal,
as a minimum, the telephone service equipment billing record
(Green Sheets),, key system, wiring diagrams, and the activity
prepared equipment inventory.
The Green Sheets (See Exhibit 5) are provided by the
serving telephone company along with the monthly bill and
list all services, equipment, features, and lines provided
in accordance with company records. Charges are itemized by
service, equipment, or line. For individual stations, the
items are arranged by extension number. For each station,
the date of installation, features, location, and charges
are given. Additionally, key systems are broken out separate-
ly by key system number. and list installation date, features,
location, access numbers, and charged.
B3

Key System Worksheets are provided upon request by the
telephone company for each key system installed. They illus-
trate for each system the line composition, features attached,
type of instrument, arrangement of stations to lines, access
numbers, and the telephone location.
Equal in importance to the Green Sheets is the locally
prepared inventory record. When accurately prepared and
maintained, this record serves as an invaluable management
tool. The inventory record should be based on a thorough
and responsible physical inventory of all installed equipment.
The record should be in a form that can readily be used as a
base for evaluation of the system. Where possible, the in-
ventory record should be computer based.
At the present time, the Public Works Department of the
Naval Postgraduate School maintains only a log book record
of telephone numbers assigned, where the associated telephone
is located, and which department is responsible. A separate
list is maintained by department of phone numbers assigned
within that department. These records are used by the finan-
cial clerks in verifying telephone bills and not by manage-
ment as a tool for system evaluation. Since a physical in-
ventory of all installed equipment has never been conducted,
these records are often found to be inaccurate and incomplete.
No attempt has been made to reconcile these records with the




Typically, the inventory aspect- of the management program
is overlooked or given only cursory attention. In order to
ensure effective management of the overall system, the physi-
cal resources within the system must be known and must be
presented in a format that is readily useable. Excessive
reliance should not be placed on the local telephone company
to perform this function. The Green Sheets are designed
primarily to^ serve as a universally formatted report of
equipment charges. They do not lend themselves as an effec-
tive tool for system evaluation at the activity level. The
fact must be emphasized that the Green Sheets represent a
compilation of telephone company records. Their accuracy as
to actual equipment and features installed is subject to
question.
It is imperative that the local activity maintain an
accurate and up-to-date inventory record to supplement the
Green Sheets and the Key System Worksheets. This inventory
should serve as a basis for system evaluation and as a means
of verification of the Green Sheets. Orders should be is-
sued to remove or correct installations that do not agree
with activity records. For those items being billed but not
physically present, rebate is made for overcharges as far
back in time as they can be identified. For those items lo-
cated but not. billed, the telephone company collects only the
undercharge for the two previous months. Additionally, orders
^5

should be issued to correct all situations that tend to cause
work inefficiency conditions because of poor telecommunica-
tions arrangements.
Key System Worksheets should be maintained for each key
system installation and should be used in conjunction with
the Green Sheets and local inventory record for effective
management control. Anytime a -change is made to a key system,
a new worksheet should be obtained from the telephone company.
Complete CENTREX and activity wiring plans should also be
maintained.
A sample format for an activity inventory record is pro-
vided in Appendix D. The inventory record is computer based
and utilizes punched card inputs so that changes can be easily
made. The report is structured so that it supplements, rather
than replaces, the telephone company's Green Sheets. Data
that is of particular interest to the local manager is pro-
vided. Printouts are provided that list the installed equip-
ment by local department code, physical location, and access
number. This format offers a vehicle for system evaluation
by focusing attention on total equipment installed, segrega-
tion of equipment within an activity, and number of stations
available to any individual user. Excesses or deficiencies
in the system installation can be readily identified. User
requirements and. requests for service or changes can be com-




In order for any local inventory record to be of effective
use, it must be periodically verified against the Green
Sheets and be conscientiously maintained. The advantage of
increased system visibility offered to the telephone coordina-
tor by this management tool outweigh the costs associated with
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. VI. TOLL CALL MANAGEMENT
As discussed in Chapter IV, one of the most significant
variable cost factors (greater than 20 percent of the monthly
bills) is toll costs. This chapter will review the adminis-
trative procedures and controls involved in accounting for
toll calls. The discussion is based on procedures at the
Naval Postgraduate. School. While these procedures are not
necessarily representative of all Naval activities, they do
typify many of the administrative problems faced by the
manager.
A. CLERICAL PROCEDURES
V/ith regard to the monthly telephone bill, the primary
function of the Public Works Department, the telephone ad-
ministrative organization at the NPGS, is to verify its
accuracy. By far, the greatest amount of effort (man-hours)
expended for this function is in verifying toll calls.
Within the monthly bill, toll calls are itemized on charge
slips by extension number. The telephone clerk segregates
these by department and submits the slips along with a certi-
fication form (See Exhibit 6) to each applicable department.
Each department is responsible for verifying the toll calls
made from telephones under its cognizance in accordance with
its own internal control procedures. Any calls that cannot
be initially accounted for are noted on the form which is re-
turned to the PWD. This process takes approximately one and
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The clerk then compiles a list of all discrepancies and
verbally relays this information to the serving telephone
company's central office. As a service provided at no charge,
the telephone company traces each of the unverified calls and
reports back to the PWD. The PWD clerk must then contact each
department individually, providing the results of the tele-
phone company' s tracing action in an effort to verify the
calls.
Under most circumstances, the individual responsible for
placing the call can be located and the call verified. If
the call -was made for official business purposes, the fact is
so reported to the PWD and no further action is required. If
the call was of a personal nature, the individual may elect
to either pay for the call or have the charges transferred
to a private line. In the latter case, the clerk m.ust recon-
tact the telephone company and direct this transfer.
Occasionally, however, this internal tracing defies all
efforts to locate the responsible party. Unless the PWD can
show that the billing was erroneous, such as when a call has
been placed from a phone that was reportedly disconnected,
the activity must accept the charge as it stands. Fortunate-
ly, this situation occurs infrequently.
In total, the process of bill preparation takes approxi-
mately four weeks for one clerk spending 25 percent of her
time on this function.
From a survey of the telephone bills at the NPGS for a
six month period (Apr 74 - Sep 74) > it was found that
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approximately 2.6 percent of the dollar value of all toll
charges required additional verification. Of those calls re-
quiring verification, 76 percent were for less than $3.00 and
S3 percent were, for less than $4.00. These figures indicate
that an inordinate amount of effort is expended in order to
verify costs that are relatively insignificant (approximately
six-tenths of one percent of the total monthly bill)! This
situation thus suggests that if an arbitrary baseline is es-
tablished, say $3.00, whereby all unverified calls below this
level were not investigated, a considerable portion of the
clerk's time could be saved. Since some personnel might be
expected to take advantage of this situation, the possibility
exists that the number of unreported inexpensive calls would
increase. Therefore, with the loosening of control at the
activity level, it follows that tighter control of toll calls
must be exercised by the departments.
B. CONTROL PROCEDURES
Within each Naval activity, policy directives are promul-
gated concerning toll calls. At the NPGS , the following
directives are in effect [NPGSINST 5000. 3D, 26 Mar 71]:
1. Department heads are responsible for telephones
in their spaces and are authorized to approve toll
calls. It shall be the responsibility of the approving
authority to determine that the toll call is necessary
and that less expensive means of communication have been
considered and determined to be inadequate.
2. Tolls incurred by Naval personnel who have occa-
sion to call Naval activities on official government
business from their residence, or any other location,
may not be reversed unless prior arrangements have been
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made for the receiving end to accept them. Collect
calls may be accepted by the Officer of the Day from
. persons making emergency or required accident re-
ports. Naval personnel absent from the station on
duty may call collect to the cognizant department
head when situations or conditions are encountered
which require immediate consultation with higher
authority, or* additional clarification of original
orders.
.
Persons accepting collect calls under these
circumstances shall immediately advise the Public
Works Telephone Officer in writing.
3. Unofficial toll calls on official phones are
governed as follows:
a.. .No person, except those regularly billed
by the Telephone Officer for unofficial telephone
service, are authorized to use station telephones
for personal calls involving toll charges.
b. Public (coin box) telephones have been
installed in various buildings for convenience of
personnel who may desire to place or receive person-
al toll calls.
From a survey of various administrative and academic de-
partments at the NPGS, it was found that in the implementa-
tion of these directives, no uniform control procedures
existed. Accountability for toll calls was found to vary
from none at all to very strict control. Tight control is
exemplified by situations where department heads, or desig-
nated representatives, approved all toll calls beforehand or
conscientiously reviewed call records after the fact. Not
surprisingly, those departments exercising tight control
generally reported the least number of unverifiable calls.
Another significant problem noted was that department
secretaries responsible for departmental toll call adminis-
tration lacked uniform guidance and were generally not know-
ledgeable about activity policies concerning the placing,
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transfer, reporting, or budgeting of toll calls. This lack
of standardization and training reflects directly on the num-
ber of unverifiable- calls and on the administrative burden of
the PWD and the. departments themselves.
The Department of the Navy provides a toll call record
form (See Exhibit 7) for use in accounting for toll calls.
Most, but not all, departments utilized this form, or a simi-
lar locally, prepared form, to account for toll calls. This
form provides an excellent means for authorizing and verifying
toll call charges. Where used, accounting procedures are
greatly simplified and generally more accurate.
C. REMARKS
In order to ensure adequate control and accountability
for toll calls, specific guidelines and standards must be
developed and promulgated at both the headquarters and local
level. Local directives must be comprehensive and specific
with respect to the responsibility for authorizing toll
calls, situations when toll calls are and are not authorized,
the alternatives to commercial service, accountability pro-
cedures, and the use of the FCC precedence system for emer-
gency situations.
Adequate training must be provided to ensure that all
applicable directives and procedures are understood. Person-
nel must be made aware that commercial toll calls are to be
kept to a minimum and that such calls are subject to auditing
and monitoring. Additionally, personnel involved in the
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administrative process must be sufficiently trained so that
they can exercise their responsibilities in a standardized,
efficient manner.
At the local level three alternatives are available for •
control of toll calls, namely: no or very loose control;
strict control at the departmental level; and strict control
at the administrative organization level.
The first alternative, which is a common practice among
many civilian organizations, is not considered effective at
military installations because of the strict budgetary con-
straints and controls under which they operate.
The third alternative, which, due to a lack of enforce-
ment of stated policy, encompasses the present situation at
the NPGS, is a viable alternative. However, providing strict
control at the administrative organization level (PWD)
necessarily involves a great expenditure of valuable man-
hours. Because of the trend toward reduced manning levels in
the foreseeable future, this alternative is seen as placing
an excessive burden on the limited personnel resources.
The second alternative, which places responsibility at
the level where control can be most directly exercised, is
considered the most effective. The department manager is
in the best position to apply and enforce activity policy.
By employing standard guidelines and accountability procedures,
such as the use of the Toll Call Record Form, toll calls can




NAVSO 2305/2 (Rty. 11-69)
S/N-0I04-9OO.332I
1. Call only if more economical, or if essential to save time.
2. Where applicable, obtain pnor authorization to place call.
3. Organize data and thoughts; keep call brief.
4. Do not ask telephone operator to time call.
5. Submit form to office services section for control/audit use.
CALL MADE BYlhami, orgamzalionj FROM (Location, area coa e, telephone) DATE OF REQUEST
PERSON CALLED /".Vomff, orgamiation, location, area code, telephone) DATE OF CALL
DURATION OF CALL (MinuteiJ CHARGES (Check
one each) STRAIGHT REGULAR BILLING
Planned Actual REVERSE CREDIT CARD




WATTFRS DISCiJSSfO. AND JUSTIFICATION FOR THIS CALL (Lie rciene i; necasary/
APPROVED BY pi^nalare; AUTHORIZATION NO.
Exhibit 7. Toll Call Record (NAVSO FORM 2305/2)
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appropriate corrective action taken. As previously discussed,
the department manager should establish the requirements for
telephones under his cognizance. In this regard, telephoned
with out-dial (dial '9* or S1/S4 code) capability should only
be so configured where absolutely necessary. Also, the de-
partment manager has direct control over the security placed
on telephones by employing dial locks or ensuring the instru-
ments are located in a lockable space. For reasons previous-
ly discussed, control over telephones, including toll call
control, at the departmental level, should be exercised
through administrative procedures rather than budgetary con-
straints.
In summary, what is required at any activity is a compre-
hensive toll call policy based on Navy-wide directives and a
standardized control system to ensure that toll calls are
minimized. Regardless of how the control system is organ-





Historically, Naval administrative telephone systems have
been managed as utilities and not as an integral part of
established telecommunications networks. In contrast with
the other branches of the DOD, this duality in command re-
lationships has led, in part, to the fragmentation of respon-
sibility for effective end-to-end telecommunications within
the Navy.
As a result, what is missing in the management structure
is the ability to deal with telephone communications as a
system. This fact becomes particularly pertinent when con-
sidering the present-day and future need for effective nation-
wide and, in many cases, worldwide, command and control tele-
communications systems. At the national command level, tele-
phone systems must be managed as an integral part of the tele-
communications networks. This will lead to greater responsive-
ness to DCA operational direction and management control, pro-
vide uniform management of telecommunications within the DOD,
and provide true visibility of telecommunications resources.
As the tone of telecommunications management continues to
shift more towards end-to-end management, both regional and
local telephone administrative organizations must increasing-
ly focus on a systems approach to telephone management. At
the local level, it is essential that a telephone coordinator
be designated and be given broad authority in the planning
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and administrative areas. This will have the effect of cen-
tralizing the telephone management function and lead toward
the goal of a responsive and cost-effective end-to-end tele-
communications system.
Integral to a centralized management structure is the re-
quirement for a comprehensive set of telephone administration
standards and guidelines consistent with Naval telecommunica-
tions policy and applicable to all levels of command. This
thesis has found that the present lack of such standards in
the Navy is a significant contributing factor in the inability
of management to deal with present-day telephone installa-
tions as a system.
Specifically, procedures must be developed at each local
activity to provide for continuous evaluation of the installed
telephone system to ensure responsiveness to DOD telecommuni-
cations while at the same time satisfying local user require-
ments in a cost-effective manner. A telephone master plan
must be established to define present and future telephone re-
quirements and to allow for analysis of the tradeoffs between
the various long-distance options available. Management tools
such as cost versus utility analyses and an accurate equipment
inventory must be developed and fully exploited to promote
efficiency. In the present environment of increasing tele-
phone costs and restrained budgets, cost factors, particular-
ly key systems and toll calls, must be periodically evaluated
and compared with present and future requirements. Adminis-
trative procedures and controls must be standardized within
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each activity in order to effectively support the management
function.
With the expanding growth of telecommunications technology
in the future, telephone systems will come to play an increas-
ingly important_ role in the administrative and command and
control functions associated with a Naval activity. Manage-
ment can no longer remain simply a ministerial function, but





Automatic Voice Network - DOD system of leased facilities
DUD instaiiations worldwide.
Business lines - direct commercial telephone service.
Central Exchange (CENTREX) - a system providing switching
equipment separate from that at a central telephone
office for all telephones at a central location such as
a military base.
COMPAK I, II, 111> IV - telephone company designation for a
basic one. six or multi-button telephone instrument:- (Call
Directors).
Commander, Naval Telecommunications Command (COMNAVTELCOM) -
exercises command responsibility over Naval telecommunica-
tions including telephone systems.
Communications Service Authorization (CSA) - document required
to" order the required^telephone services by the governmenL
against the basic effective contract from commercial tele-
phone companies.
Defense Communications Agency (DCA) - manager for the Defense
Communications oystem oi which AUTOVON is a part.
Direct Distance Dialing (DDD) - the common commercial method
for long distance access.
Engineering Field Division (EFD) - sub-level of the NAVFACENGCOM
concerned with area management of telephone system.s.
Extension station - an additional telephone connected to a
common telephone line.
Federal Telecommunications System Intercity Voice Network
(.FTSJ - Federal agency telephone network managed by the
General Services Administration.
Foreign Exchange (FX) - a non-local interarea calling service
~ provided by the telephone company.
Green Sheets - the telephone company monthly listing of all
equipment for which a particular system is being charged.
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General Services Administration (GSA) - the Federal agency
exercising responsibility over the FTS.
Intercommunications system - commonly part of a key system
enabling interstation communications over installed tele-
phone lines.
Key station (KTS) - a group of key stations interconnected by
one or more lines
.
Key System Worksheets - individual key system configuration
charts provided by the telephone company.
Leased line - any common user line or trunk leased from the
telephone company.
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) - exercises
maintenance, procurement , and business administrative
responsibility for Naval telephone systems.
Private Branch Exchange (PBX) - the switching equipment of a
CENTREX system.
Private (dedicated) line - a sole-user, non-switched, line,
capable of being conditioned, leased from the telephone
company for a specific purpose.
Rotary hunt - an incoming call is automatically transferred
to the next higher number when a busy line is encountered.
TELPAK - various groupings of lines offered by the telephone
company as a "bundle" at reduced rates.
Treatment - the dialing ability of a line or the restriction
imposed on the dialing potential of a line:
SI - AUTOVON and off-base capability
53 - on-base only
54 - off-base only
Trunk - a line between the telephone company central office
and a CENTREX system.
Uniform Service Order Code (USOC) - a computer code used by
the telephone company to identify various items of
service or equipment. Commonly used codes are:
BZZ - buzzer
CUT - manual exclusion
DA9 - dial intercom (first nine stations)
DAD - dial intercom (each additional station)
EXB - extension bell
EXT - extension station
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FJZ - signal and buzzer
KFM - light indicator for each key station line
KLL - automatic exclusion
KXl - one-button set
KX2 - six-button set
KX3 - twelve, eighteen, or thirty button Call
Director
NRX - line access or treatment
RXR - basic CENTRE! line
SBV - busy light indicator for each key station line
SP3 - speaker set
Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS) - a calling service pro-
vided by the telephone company permitting access to a




Proposal for the Future Telephone Management Organization at
the
Naval Postgraduate School
At the present time the Naval Telecommunications Center
Monterey (NTCC) is a tenant activity of the Naval Postgraduate
School and is under the direct responsibility of the Command-
ing Officer, Naval Communications Station San Francisco. The
Officer in Charge acts as Communications Officer for NPGS
under the Director of Military Operations and Logistics. The
Officer in Charge's responsibilities include providing communi-
cations assistance to all Naval activities in the area and
maintaining liaison with Naval activities for any special pro-
jects or new requirements involving communications [NPGSINST
5000. IG, 1971].
In accordance with the proposed Navy-wide telephone man-
agement realignment, Figure 11 graphically depicts a possible
realignment for the Naval Postgraduate School. The Officer
in Charge of the NTCC, Monterey, while continuing to report
directly to CO, NCS SFRAN, will assume all responsibilities
for telephone system and service management now assigned to
the Public Works Officer. The Officer in Charge will act as
Telephone Officer for the NPGS as an inherent part of his
duties as Communications Officer. He shall assume the follow-
ing specific responsibilities:




2. Act" as liaison officer for telephone matters with
other Naval commands and government agencies.
3. Negotiate, prepare, and execute orders for local
telephone service and facilities as directed.
l+. Maintain an accurate inventory of telephone resources,
5. Conduct invoice reviews and submit reports including
budgets and financial accounts, as required.
In order to maintain continuity over the long term and to
provide the necessary expertise, a highly trained and know-
ledgeable civilian Telephone Coordinator shall be assigned to
report to the Officer in Charge. This individual shall be
responsible for the day-to-day operation and maintenance of
the telephoRf^ system and services under the Officer in Charge,
and shall carry out the above responsibilities as directed.
He shall serve as an advisor to the command for the configura-
tion, control, and overall management of the system. His as-
signed duties should be defined as broadly as possible, and
he should not be overly encumbered by the m.ilitary chain of
command. He shall serve as the central focal point for the
overall management of the installed telephone network as a
subset of the Navy' s telecommunications system. Sufficient
staff shall be assigned to provide efficient and effective
administration.
The Officer in Charge shall maintain close liaison with
the Director of Operations and Logistics concerning all local
telephone matters in order to effectively and efficiently
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meet local telephone service requirments. Fiscal guidelines
imposed by CO, NCS, SFRAN, along with operating standards
promulgated by COMNAVTELCOM, should be the primary constraints
on these services.
The Public Works Department of the NPGS will continue to
provide maintenance and engineering support as specified by
COMNAVFACENGCOM.
The proposed Department of the Navy realignment policy
of treating telephones as a component of the telecommunica-
tions system vice as a utility, at the national as well as the
local level, serves to provide uniform management of tele-
communication, on an end-to-end basis, within the Department
of Defense. This policy allovjs for centralized coordination
of telephone/AUTOVON matters and would allow for greater re-
sponsiveness to DCA operational direction and management con-
trol. Additionally, true visibility of all telecommunications





























Standards and Guidelines for Local Administrative
Telephone Management
A. PURPOSE AND APPLICABILITY
The purpose of this instruction is to establish standards
and guidelines for the management and utilization of equip-
ment and facilities associated with the administrative tele-
phone system under the cognizance of the Commanding Officer.
This instruction indirectly refers to and implements for
this activity the applicable provisions of the Federal
Property Management Regulations Section 101.35. Any devia-
tion from the standards contained herein must have prior ap-
proval of the Coinmanding Officer.
B. PLANNING
The telephone administrative organization shall maintain
a Master Telecommunications Development Plan. The purpose
of the Plan is to support the base development plan in all
areas which may impact the telecommunications system. It
will serve to centralize the planning effort coordination and
requirement determination essential to the logical, concise,
and efficient management of the base telecommunications sys-
tem. The Plan should include, but is not limited to, the
following specific areas:




2. A current listing of all installed equipment and other
resources available;
3. The complete status of all construction projects,
planned or in progress, which will impact on the telecommuni-
cations system;
4. Complete system drawings including wiring diagrams,
trunking diagrams, key system worksheets, cable systems, etc.;
5. Copies of current contracts for obtaining service,
line, trunks, etc.;
6. Copies of all current agreements for providing
service or facilities to commercial businesses;
7. Tariff regulations;
^. Emergency telecommunications provisions and proced-
ures; and
9. Future anticipated requirements for intervals of one,
three, and five years based on past trends, normal growth,
reorganizations, unit relocations, and changes in mission or
method of operation.
C. SYSTEMS EVALUATION
A local systems evaluation will be conducted annually.
This review, utilizing established evaluation techniques,
will be directed toward improving overall cost-effectiveness.
Emphasis shall be placed on long-distance traffic analysis
and a thorough review of user requirements. Key system con-
figurations, with their associated extra features, should be
subject to careful scrutiny.
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A detailed report of the results of the evaluation, in-
cluding recommendations for follow-up action, shall be
promptly submitted to the Commanding Officer.
D. INVENTORY
An accurate inventory of all installed equipment shall
be maintained. The inventory shall be updated monthly to
reflect changes resulting from CSAs.
On a quarterly basis, the inventory will be compared
against telephone company Green Sheets. Any variation in
quantity or type of equipment installed shall be noted and
appropriate investigation and/or corrective action initiated.
E. TELEPHONE INSTRUME.NTS
1. Conventional Instruments
a. Telephones shall be provided only for those em-
ployees whose duties require them to place and receive offi-
cial telephone calls.
b. The ratio of telephone instruments to personnel
is normally to be a maximum of eight instruments to ten per-
sonnel.
c. One telephone shall serve the needs of two or
more persons at adjacent desks whose call volume is suffi-
ciently low that sharing would not affect operations direct-
ly.
d. In large open office spaces where routine
operations are performed and only occasional official
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calls are made or received, each instrument shall be shared
by as many persons as feasible.
e. One instrument in an office occupied by only one
person shall be standard practice.
f. Within office spaces using more than three lines,
it shall be the normal practice to utilize six-button key
telephones. Within spaces us-ing three lines or less, single
line or two line instruments shall be standard.
2. Key Stations
Key stations shall be provided only where traffic
volume and work methods require an instrument to have access
to more than one line and at secretarial locations to permit
answering of calUs for several persons on more than one line.
When secretarial service is provided for a group of persons
engaged in similar work, individual call volume often can be
channeled through a lesser niimber of rotary lines. The need
for larger than the six-button instrument can often be
eliminated by limiting the number of lines appearing on each
station or by providing external buttons for in-office sig-
naling. The single button instrument which provides access
to two lines without holding or illumination features should
be utilized whenever possible, using different bell tones or
locations to indicate which line is being called.
3. Call Directors
Where a six-button key station will not provide a
sufficient number of lines, key stations of larger capacity
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may be used. Call Directors shall be used only where cen-
tralized answering service by secretaries .or receptionists
is provided or required. Signal buttons should not be
located in a Call Director because of the cost of the signal
button increases considerably when provided internally in
this equipment. Neither should the internal signal button
requirement be used as justification for a Call Director.
4. Automatic Dial
Automatic dialing equipment may be provided only
when the average number of calls placed per day exceeds 50
and when the same numbers are called on a repetitive basis.
5. Touch-tone Instruments
Touch-tone instruments are prohibited unless they
are provided at no additional costs, required for a physi-
cally handicapped employee to perform his official duties
and the instrument can be substituted for regular service
without modification to the switch system, or used only as
a data input device.
6. Color Instruments
Color instruments may be installed only where re-
quired to identify emergency or security telephone lines or
where they can be provided at no additional cost.
7. Speakerphones
Speakerphones may be provided only in those offices
where there is frequent need for group participation in





Automatic call devices such as tone or voice pagers
may be provided for use in connection with emergency activi-
ties and in unusual operating situations.
9* Answering Devices
Automatic answering devices should be installed only
where there is a demonstrated need to receive messages when
the telephone is normally unattended.
10. Recording and Listening Devices
a. Administrative Telephone Systems with Trunks to
a Commercial Telephone Exchange
(1) Recording devices may be used when there is
(2) No conversation will be recorded without
prior consent of the other party or parties to the conversa-
tion.
(3) When a recorder is used, it will be equipped
with a tone warning device which automatically produces a
distinct warning tone repeated at intervals of approximately
fifteen seconds.
b. Intercommunication Systems not Associated with
a above and Leased Lines under Complete DOD Control.
(l) Recording devices may be used on such sys-
tems and lines, when no connection to commercial trunks is
involved, under the following conditions:
(a) Requirement for accuracy exists.
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(b) Provision of information on data for
future reference is necessary.
(c) Stenographic personnel are not readily
available.
(2) Tone warning devices are not required when
a recording equipment is used in connection with the fore-
going.
11. Hold Buttons
Hold buttons should be installed only where there is
a valid need. They should not automatically be provided on
all key system instruments that have more than one line.
12. Line Illumination
Line illum.ination may be provided where the location
or quantity of lines or instruments preclude discernment of
distinctive audible signals or incoming calls or visual ob-
servation of line availability on outgoing calls. Illumina-
tion normally is not required on installations of only two
lines appearing on a few telephones located in the same room.
When only visual identification of incoming calls is re-
quired, the flashing "line lamp" illumination should suffice.
In situations where it is necessary to visually identify a
busy line, the steady "busy lamp" illumination may be re-
quired. If both types of visual indication are required,





The use of "wink-hold" illumination is prohibited
where any additional costs are involved, unless special re-
quirements justify the additional cost.
14. Exclusion Keys
Exclusion or cut-off keys, either manual or select-
ive, should be installed only where a demonstrated need for
private conversations exists.
15. Signaling Devices
Extraordinary signaling devices, such as buzzers or
signals, are prohibited except where used in lieu of illumin-
ation to differentiate between telephone instruments.
Id. Instrument Variations
Panel, Princess, Trimline, or other instrument varia-
tions will not normally be provided or installed where addi-
tional cost is incurred. At locations where Class B service
is provided, special instrument requests may be honored by
passing the additional charge on to the customer.
F. TELEPHONE LINES
1. Primary and Secondary Lines
The number of lines available for pickup on a given
instrument should be sufficient for, but not in excess of,
the number essential for conduct of the assigned function.
Call volume, rather than individual preference or grade level,
should determine the number of lines provided. An occasional
busy line is not justification for an additional line. A
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primary line is considered to be capable of handling 20
average-length calls made or received each day.
A secondary line is that supplied to increase the
call handling capability of a given office function. When
secondary lines are required, they shall be placed in rotary
hunt with the primary line. The use of rotary lines provides
a considerable increase in the incoming call handling cap-
ability of a group of lines over a similar number of individu-
al non-rotary lines. Extension lines should be provided
where required.
2. Number of Lines
The ratio of lines to number of personnel in an
office is established as one line to three personnel in non-
rotary configuration and one line to four personnel using
rotary hunt, as a maximum..
3. Individual Business Lines
These lines may be provided only when the user makes
and receives numerous official calls which are administra-
tively confidential in nature and cost is secondary to
privacy. They shall not be provided as a means of bypassing
the base telephone system without special justification and
prior approval.
4. Intercommunication Lines
a. Unless provided as an integral part of a key sys-
tem (36 stations maximum), intercom systems which are separ-
ate and parallel to the CENTREX system shall not be provided
lis

in lieu of manual signal buttons and buzzers and/or intercom
lines unless economic or special advantages justify their
use.
b. Intercommunicating lines shall be provided only
when necessary for the distribution of incoming calls to a
group of stations sharing the same lines or between points
with an extremely high volume of traffic.
Voice telephone intercommunication may be used
only where signal buttons and buzzers are incapable of pass-
ing adequate information for call distribution.
5. Automatic Ringing Private Lines
Automatic ringing private lines (hot lines) may be
installed only where, on an emergency basis, immediate un-
interrupted service is essential (for example; fire station,
crash crew, or guard facility).
G. AUTOVON
1. Voice Access
a. AUTOVON calls shall be limited to those necessary
for the transaction of official business or other essential
matters that require timely handling which cannot be handled
effectively by other means. Personnel and/or unofficial
calls must not be initiated into AUTOVON at any time.
b. Class A (official) telephones only are author-
ized access to AUTOVON for initiating calls.
c. Incoming calls may be connected to Class B or C
telephones only with permission of the Commanding Officer.
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d. On a not-to-interfere basis, incoming calls may-
be extended off-net only if the calls are of an official
nature and no additional charge is incurred.
e. Routine precedence calls v/ill not normally be
handled through the station operator. Users placing calls
through the operator will be required to furnish the follow-
ing data: verification that the call is official; calling
party's name, rank or grade; organization; location and name
of party being called; and the precedence of the call.
f
.
Calls of all AUTOVON users are subject to pre-
emption by calls of a higher precedence.
g. The AUTOVON system must be used over commercial
service in all applicable situ.ations. Where not applicable,
such as calls to a non-DOD activity, consideration should be
given to utilizing AUTOVON off-net procedures.
2. Data Access
a. Certain access lines may be conditioned to meet
subscriber requirements for alternate voice/data service.
b. Data record service in AUTOVON should neither ex-
ceed a continuous transmission time of 15 m.inutes nor a total
transmission time of one hour during normal business hours on
any one day.
c. Data devices used over AUTOVON lines will be
equipped with an automatic disconnect feature which will




H. WATS; FTS, AND FX SERVICE
Based on the results of traffic and economic analyses,
WATS, FTS, and FX should be considered as alternative to
direct distance dialing. The various methods of long-
distance dialing should be used collectively to obtain maxi-
mum long-distance service at minimum expense.
All outgoing WATS and FX calls must be placed through
the base telephone switchboard operator. FTS calls, when
provided for, may be made direct.
I. LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE CALLS
1. The following principles apply concerning long-
distance toll calls:
a. Long-djLstance toll calls, and length thereof,
must be held to a minimum, commensurate with efficient opera-
tions to preclude unnecessary expense.
b. Toll calls should not be authorized except in
situations where the matter to be discussed is urgent and
other less expensive means of communications such as letters,
messages, and leased lines including AUTOVON will not
suffice.
c. Official telephones should not be used for un-
official toll calling. Public telephones should be used
'
whenever possible for such calls. Transfer of charges to a




d*. Tolls incurred should not be reversed unless prior
arrangements have been made for the receiving end to accept
them. Personnel absent from the station on duty may call
collect to the cognizant department head when situations or
conditions are encountered which require immediate consulta-
tion with higher authority.
e. "Person to person" calls may be made only when it
is known that the person is readily available and will have
the information required. Otherwise, use "station to station"
calls to take advantage of the reduced rates.
f. Give considerable thought to the substance of the
proposed conversation before the call is placed. Assemble
noted and reference material in advance. Stick to the point
of the conversation and be brief.
2. Department heads are responsible for all official
and unofficial toll calls made from assigned telephone sta-
tions and are authorized to approve toll calls. For each
toll call, a Toll Call Record (NAVSO 2305/2) must be completed
by the calling party and signed by the department head. These
forms must be retained within the department for later veri-
fication of toll charges. Additionally, the approving author-
ity is responsible for determining the necessity of the toll
call and that less expensive means of communication have been
considered and determined to be inadequate.
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J. ORDERING OF TELEPHONE SERVICE
Requests for telephone installations, changes, or dis-
continuance shall be submitted by work request via the de-
partment head. Orders shall be submitted as far as possible
in advance of the date service is requested. Normal process-
ing time for a local work order shall be two weeks from date
of request.
Each installation or change request shall be thoroughly
reviewed by the telephone coordinator to ensure that the re-
quested service economically and effectively meets the user's
requirements and is in conformance with existing telephone
policies.
Installations or changes other than those called for on
the order shall not be made without amending the existing
order or preparing a new order.
Only authorized employees of the telephone company or of
the activity providing telephone service shall be allowed to
install or change telecommunications equipment. Command
personnel will not direct the actions of telephone employees
when they are engaged in the installation of telephone
equipment except for rendering assistance in interpreting
installation location details.
K. PRECEDENCE SYSTEM
1. For DOD-leased Lines (AUTOVON)
The National Communications System (NCS) Voice Prece-
dence System is directed for use by all authorized uses of
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the voice" communications facilities of the DOD. Each user
should consider whether a call requires special precedence and
exercise care not to request or utilize one higher than the
circumstances require. The precedence indicators listed be-
low specify the relative order in which telephone calls
should be handled based on the importance (content) of the
call.
a. Flash - reserved generally for telephone calls
pertaining to:
(1) Command and control of military forces es-
sential to defense and retaliation;
(2) Critical intelligence essential to national
survival
;
(3) Co'nduct of diplomatic negotiations critical
to the arresting or limiting of hostilities;
(4) Dissemination of critical civic alert in-
formation essential to national survival;
(5) Continuity of Federal Government functions
essential to national survival;
(6) Fulfillment of critical U.S. internal
security functions essential to national survival;
(7) Catastrophic events of national or inter-
national significance.
b. Immediate - reserved generally for telephone
calls pertaining to:
(1) Situations which gravely affect the security
of national and allied forces;
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(2) Reconstruction of forces in a post-attack
period;
(3) Intelligence essential to national security;
(4) Conduct of diplomatic negotiations to reduce
or limit the threat of war;
(5) Implementation of Federal Government ac-
tions essential to national survival;
(6) Situations which gravely affect the inter-
nal security of the U.S.;
(7) Civil Defense actions concerning direction
of our population and their survival;
{S) Disasters or events of extensive serious-
ness having an immediate and detrimental effect on the wel-
fare of the population;
(9) Vital information having an immediate effect
on aircraft, spacecraft, or missile operations.
c. Priority - reserved generally for telephone
calls requiring expeditious action by called parties and/or
furnishing essential information for the conduct of govern-
ment operations.
d. Routine - applies to those official government
communications which require rapid transmission by telephonic
means but do not require preferential handling.
2. For long distance (toll calls)
This precedence system, established by the Federal
Communications Commission is directed for preferred handling
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of telephone service essential to the national defense,
security, or public safety in the event of national emergency
or serious national disaster.
a. Group 1 (Priority 1 Emergency) - for matters
concerning:
(1) Immediate dangers due to the presence of
the enemy;
(2) Intelligence reports on matters leading to
enemy attack;
(3) Urgent calls to or from the U.S. Armed
Forces and their allies;
(4) Proclamations of Civil Defense emergency.
b. Group 2 (Priority 2 Emergency) - for matters
concerning:
(1) Initial reports of damage due to enemy ac-
tion;
(2) Civil Defense activities immediately subse-
quent to and resulting from enemy attack;
(3) Calls that require immediate completion to
or from the U.S. Armed Forces and their allies;
(4) Natural disaster of extreme seriousness and
vd-despread damage.
c. Group 3 (Priority 3 Emergency) - for matters
concerning:
(1) Civil Defense or the public safety;
(2) Important governmental functions;
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(3) Supply and movement of food;
(4) Maintenance of essential public services;
(5) Production or procurement of essential
material and supplies;
(6) Calls that require rapid completion to or
from the U.S. Armed Forces and their allies.
L. SECURITY AND MONITORING OF CONVERSATIONS
Telephone systems do not meet the qualifications for
transmission of classified information. Classified matter
may never be discussed over any administrative telephone sys-
tem that is not designed for such purposes (i.e., crypto-
graphically covered).
Telephone systems on military installations are provided
for the transmission of official government information only
and are subject to security monitoring and telephone communi-
cations management monitoring at all times.
M. STATION TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES
Telephone directories will be corrected and revised by
the telephone administrative department as necessary to keep
listings current. Directories normally should not be issued
more than twice a year unless unusual circumstances arise,
such as a mass move of personnel or offices. As the require-
ment for additions or deletions occur, interim instructions
should be made by addendum until a new directory is published.
Distribution of telephone directories should be made to
telephone system users (including Class B subscribers) on or
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adjacent to the installation and to off-post activities as
desirable for official purposes. Basis of distribution will
be one copy per instrument. Distribution to non-military
activities which may use the information contained within for




Computer Program for Telephone Equipment Inventory
A. PROGRAM SYNOPSIS
This computer program, written in COBOL language, is de-
signed to produce a telephone equipment listing for a local
telephone management organization. The output listing is
divided into three parts in order to provide a readily use-
able management tool. The first part lists all information
contained in the input record card and is ordered sequen-
tially by department code and building/room location within
each department code. The second part gives identical in-
formation as the first part except the listing is ordered
sequentially by building/room number. The third part pro-
vides a sequential listing of telephone numbers with their
associated department code and location.
Through the use of this inventory, the manager can re-
view the configuration of each telephone instrument, its
location by department and building/room, and its rental
cost. The number of instruments per department and room is
readily apparent. Additionally, a complete listing of tele-
phone numbers is provided.
The inventory listing must be based on a thorough and
accurate physical inventory of all installed telephone sta-
tions and should be updated as changes occur.
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B. INPUT RECORD DESCRIPTION
The input record, designated in the program by DETAIL-IN,
is a standard Hollerith punched card. Card input was chosen
over magnetic tape file to allow ease of update by clerical
personnel. Each card represents the configuration of a
single telephone station. The following information is






























Local key station num-
ber.
3-digit codes for extra
features attached to the
station.
The first number is the
telephone number of the
station. Subsequent
numbers are access num-
bers on key stations.
The type of line config-
uration.
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